Author Comments for Editor

(Editor - Federico Fierli)
‘Impact of different Asian source regions on the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone and on the extratropical lowermost stratosphere’

We thank the Editor Federico Fierli for encouraging the submission of a revised manuscript. We prepared and submitted a substantially revised version of our manuscript and are confident that we have satisfactorily addressed all comments of referees #1 to #3. A detailed point-by-point response to all referee comments (#1 to #3) is attached. Further, a document specifying all changes in the revised manuscript compared to the ACPD version is added. Because substantial changes were performed in the revised manuscript, we give a brief summary below to make it easier to follow all changes.

1) In response to the comments of referee #3, we split the paper and elaborated a revised version of the ACPD paper with the focus on ‘The chemical composition of the air within and around the anticyclone with respect to the geographical sources of pollutants, and its temporal evolution’. We removed the other parts of the paper related to first, ‘the variation in shape of the Asian monsoon anticyclone’ and second, ‘the vertical/horizontal transport pathways out of the anticyclone’ in the revised version. We plan to publish these other parts of the ACPD paper in two separate publications. In the revised version of the paper, more analytic comparisons between CLaMS results and both MLS measurements and PV are presented.

2) In response to the comments of referee #1, we performed additional statistic analysis. Pattern correlation coefficients between CLaMS results and both MLS CO and O₃ measurements and PV are calculated (see Figs. 4 and 5, revised Version submitted to ACP) for the entire monsoon season 2012. Snapshots of CO and O₃ measured by MLS and simulated by CLaMS are shown in the Supplement of the paper. A main point of criticism of referee #1 was about our results identifying 2 modes (symmetric and asymmetric
states). We removed this part in the revised version of the paper. However, following the suggestion of referee #1, we have already started to perform further statistical analysis (EOF) to confirm our results.

3) The evaluation of referee #2 is very positive and asks only for minor revisions. We added more details about ENSO and monsoon rainfall in summer 2012. Further, for clarification we removed the part about the eddy shedding event on 20 September because it is not important for the focus of the revised version of the paper. Instead of the 20 Sep 2012 an other date (12 Sep 2012) in September is chosen to illustrate the late-phase of the Asian monsoon anticyclone.

4) CLaMS results shown in the revised version are taken from an updated CLaMS simulation compared to the results presented in the ACPD Version using additional emission tracers for the tropical Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Ocean (see Fig. 1, Tab. 1, Fig. 8, revised Version submitted to ACP). This new model run shows that the emission tracer for the tropical Pacific Ocean has also a small impact to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone and shows a strong increase after the breakup of the anticyclone (see Fig. 8). In this new model version all regions of the Earth’s surface that contribute more than 5% to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone are identified.
We thank Referee #1 for further guidance on how to revise our paper. Following the reviewers advice we added further statistical analysis in the revised version of our paper. Our reply to the reviewer comments is listed in detail below. Questions and comments of the referee are shown in italics.

General comments

*This study concerns an important physical process and contains interesting hypotheses that could illuminate the role of the Asian summer monsoon anticyclone for the transport of boundary layer into the stratosphere. However, the analysis is incomplete and the manuscript is not suitable for publication in its present form. For the most part, the analysis is restricted to instantaneous ‘snapshots’ of constituent (tracer) concentrations and dynamical quantities, detailed descriptions of those snapshots, and speculation about the underlying dynamics. However, there is very little analysis performed that proves - or even demonstrates - that the speculation is meaningful. What the authors have are interesting hypotheses that can form the basis for analysis, but not much more. The Asian anticyclone is an extensively studied phenomenon that warrants careful analysis. Furthermore, the diagnostic tools necessary for such an analysis are readily available and long familiar to this field; there is no justification for settling for speculation and anecdotal evidence for such a mature subject. To provide further guidance, the Specific Comments that follow discuss the analysis that could support individual statements in the Abstract.*

We agree that we show as example individual days ('snapshots') of the Asian summer monsoon period 2012 to illustrate some basic characteristics of the
anticyclone. We think that is very helpful because in the literature often only mean values of the Asian monsoon anticyclone for July/August are shown, which hides the strong day-to-day variability of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Further, we want to emphasise that as an addition animations showing the temporal evolution (on a daily basis) of the contribution of emission tracers for India/China and PV at 380 K potential temperature on the Northern Hemisphere during the Asian monsoon season 2012 (1 May 2012 - late October 2012) are available as a Supplement of this paper showing the intraseasonal variability of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Most importantly, the main result of the paper is the intraseasonal variation of the contribution of different boundary source regions to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone (Fig. 8, ACPD vers. + rev. vers.), which is performed over the whole period and not only for single days. Finally, in response to the reviewers comments, we have added two new figures to the paper (Fig. 4+5, rev. vers.) in which CLaMS results are compared with observations and PV from ERA-Interim over the entire monsoon period using pattern correlations.

Specific comments

1) Abstract, lines 5-9: Regarding the statement: ‘Our simulations show that the Asian monsoon anticyclone is highly variable in location and shape and oscillates between 2 states: first a symmetric anticyclone and second, an asymmetric anticyclone either elongated or split in two smaller anticyclones.’ To demonstrate this behavior, the authors show 4 snapshots of tracer concentrations and potential vorticity with the claim that these snapshots are typical. I do not question the author’s contention that they observe these patterns often in the data. However, the human eye is often too adept at finding patterns. If the anticyclone is truly dominated by two patterns, those patterns will emerge from an EOF (or similar) analysis as the two leading modes.

First, we want again to point out that in the electronic supplement of the paper, animations are available that illustrate the oscillation between a symmetric anticyclone and an asymmetric anticyclone. However, we agree that a statistical analysis by Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) could help to investigate the variability the spatio-temporal distribution of the emission tracer for India/China during the monsoon season in a more quantitative
way. Indeed, we did first tests of an analysis with EOFs addressing this issue. However, adding an EOF analysis to our paper would extend the paper considerably and therefore would go beyond the scope of this paper. However, as also recommended by Reviewer #3, we plan to write a separate paper with additional statistical analysis to show our results regarding the oscillation (2 modes) of the anticyclone in 2012. Therefore, we removed the following part of the abstract and all other paragraphs within the paper related to this point.

√ The following paragraph in the abstract is removed in the revised version of the paper:

‘The Asian monsoon anticyclone ... oscillates between 2 states: first a symmetric anticyclone and second, an asymmetric anticyclone either elongated or split in two smaller anticyclones. A maximum in the distribution of air originating from Indian/Chinese boundary layer sources is usually found in the core of the symmetric anticyclone, in contrast the asymmetric state is characterised by a double peak structure in the horizontal distribution of air originating from India and China.’

2) Abstract, lines 9-14: Regarding the statement: ‘A maximum in the distribution of air originating from Indian/Chinese boundary layer sources is usually found in the core of the symmetric anticyclone, in contrast the asymmetric state is characterised by a double peak structure in the horizontal distribution of air originating from India and China.’ An EOF analysis would work here as well. Also, if the two modes are separated via an EOF analysis of PV, then the structures of tracers that accompany those PV patterns will be revealed by projecting tracer variations onto the principal components of each PV EOF.

As mentioned before, we agree that a statistical analysis by Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) will help to investigate the variability the spatio-temporal distribution of the emission tracer for India/China during the monsoon season, however to add an EOF analysis to our paper would extend the paper to much. However, we did address this point raised by the reviewer, albeit on a somewhat different way: we calculated the correlation between the horizontal distribution of PV to the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China, Southeast Asia and CLaMS CO at 380 K (here Fig.1
We added the following text and Figure 1 to Section 3: 

‘To link the temporal variation of the spatial distribution of the emission tracers also to areas of low PV during the entire Asian monsoon period 2012, pattern correlation between PV and the emission tracer for Indian/China (red), the emission tracer Southeast Asia (grey) and CLaMS CO (blue) are calculated as shown in Fig. 1. The correlation coefficients are calculated in a region between 15 and 50 N and 0 and 140 E (shown as black box in Fig. 2; ACPD paper) at 380 K similar as for the MLS/CLaMS correlations described above (above in the revised version of the paper, here see next point 3.). CLaMS results and PV are interpolated on 1 x 1 latitude longitude grid at 380 K and thereafter normalised to one.

Fig. 1 shows that the spatial distribution of PV and CLaMS CO is very well correlated during the formation (-0.89 to -0.95) and the existence (-0.74 to -0.93) of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. After the breakup the correlation gets worse. During the Asian monsoon season, a good correlation between the spatial distribution of low PV and and high percentages of the emission tracer for India/China of -0.71 to -0.87 is calculated. During the formation of the anticyclone the correlation coefficients increases because the emission tracer has to be transported up to the UTLS. The decrease of the correlation coefficients after the breakup is caused by the missing convection in Asia occurring during the monsoon season (see comparison between MLS and CLaMS in Sect. 3.1.1). In contrast, the correlation coefficient between the spatial distribution of PV and the emission tracer for Southeast Asia shows a completely different behaviour. During the formation of the Asian monsoon the contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia increase similarly as for the emission tracer for India/China. During the existence of the anticyclone a high correlation coefficient up to -0.90 is calculated at the early- and late-phase of the anticyclone, however in early August (mid-phase) no correlation between the spatial distribution of PV and the emission tracer for Southeast Asia is found (indicated by the grey dotted line in Fig. 1). This shows that in the mid-phase the spatial distribution of air masses originating in Southeast Asia is not connected to region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone indicating that air masses from Southeast Asia experienced upward transport outside of the Asian monsoon anticyclone (see Sect. 3.2).

The good correlation found between the emission tracer for India/China
and MLS measurements as well as PV confirms that the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China is a very good proxy for the location and shape of Asian monsoon anticyclone from end-June to end-September.

Figure 1: Time dependent correlation coefficients for the spatial distribution between PV and the emission tracer for India/China (red), the emission tracer for Southeast Asia (grey), and CLaMS CO (blue) at 380 K potential temperature. (added to the revised version of the paper as new Fig. 5)

3) Abstract, lines 14-17: Regarding the statement: ‘The simulated horizontal distribution of artificial emission tracers for India/China is in agreement with patterns found in satellite measurements of O3 and CO by the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS).’ The pattern agreements can be easily verified via pattern correlations - which should be performed for the entire season, not just 4 days.

√ Following the reviewers advice, we performed pattern correlation between MLS and CLaMS for the entire monsoon season 2012.

We revised Section 3.1.1 as follows:
Comparison to MLS measurements

To compare our simulation with MLS $O_3$ and CO measurements (Version 3.3) \cite{Livesey2008}, pattern correlation between MLS measurements and CLaMS results, namely MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO), MLS($O_3$)/CLaMS($O_3$) and MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China), were calculated (see Fig. 2). It is expected from satellite measurements that CO mixing ratios are stronger within the Asian monsoon anticyclone than outside and vice versa for $O_3$ indicating that air masses inside the anticyclone have a higher tropospheric characteristic than air masses in the UTLS outside of the anticyclone. At all days between 1 May 2012 and 31 October 2012, MLS measurements of $O_3$ and CO in a region between 15 and 50 N and 0 and 140 E (shown as black box in Fig. 2) at 380 ± 20 K potential temperature are correlated to CLaMS results as described in the following. At each day, CLaMS results are interpolated on locations of the MLS measurements transformed to synoptic 12:00 UTC positions. For each day, both MLS measurements and CLaMS results are normalised so that the maximum value of each trace gas is equal one. Afterwards the linear Pearson correlation coefficient $r(t)$ between MLS measurement and CLaMS results is calculated for each day. This procedure allows to be compared the spatial distribution of trace gases neglecting possible differences in the absolute mixing ratios between model and measurement and to compare the spatial distribution of different quantities such as measured CO and simulated emission tracers (here India/China).

Correlation coefficients $r(t)$ ranging between 0.72-0.86 were calculated for MLS($O_3$)/CLaMS($O_3$) during the monsoon season 2012 between end of June and end of September. Before the monsoon season in early May an even higher correlation coefficient up to 0.95 was found. Correlation coefficients of 0.57-0.81 were calculated between both MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO) and MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) between end of June and end of September. These high correlation coefficients confirm that CLaMS has the capability of simulating the spatial distribution of tropospheric trace gases such as CO and stratospheric trace gases like $O_3$ measured by MLS. To illustrate this, the same horizontal cross-sections as in Figs. 2 and 3 at 380 K potential temperature for MLS CO and $O_3$ as well as for CLaMS CO and $O_3$ are shown in the Supplement of this paper.

Thus, high contributions of the emission tracers for India/China are simulated in regions where high values of CO are measured indicating that the
emission tracer for India/China is a good proxy for the spatial distribution of tropospheric trace gases measured in the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The correlation coefficient of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) increases from 0. to ≈ 0.8 during the formation of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, as expected because in the model the tracer has first to be transported from the ground to the UTLS. After the breakup of the monsoon anticyclone the correlation coefficient of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) decreases because further upward transport of the tracer for India/China does not occur due to the missing convection in this region and therefore the spatial CO distribution in the UTLS is dominated by other processes. In the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, the correlation coefficients of MLS(O3)/CLaMS(O3) are somewhat higher than those of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO). Reasons for that could be deficiencies in MLS CO data (v3) in the lower stratosphere as suggested by Heglin and Tegtmeier (2015).

Figures 4 and 5 in the ACPD paper were moved to the Supplement of the paper and were replaced by the following Figure 2:

4) Regarding the CLaMS simulations; Sec. 3.1.3 - 3.2.2: First, the analysis of transport paths is both anecdotal and speculative. The authors have a transport model; they should use it to perform focused analysis with model experiments designed to enlighten. Second, it seems clear from the upward trends of tracer concentrations in Fig. 8 that the CLaMS simulations have not spun up - that is, tracer concentrations in Fig. 8 are not true representations of actual concentrations. For example, there are potentially more tracers in the anticyclone in August than in June simply because those in August have had more time to get into the anticyclone - regardless of any physical transport process. In this context, it is still interesting that the SE Asia tracers dominate in June. Presumably this is because transport for those tracers is faster than for other regions. Nevertheless, that spin up is occurring during the analysis period makes that figure, and all CLaMS results very difficult to interpret.

First, CLaMS is a Lagrangian chemistry transport model and is very well suited to describe transport and mixing processes in the UTLS as shown in many previous studies (e.g. Pan et al., 2006; Konopka et al., 2010; Vogel et al., 2011; Konopka and Pan, 2012; Ploeger et al., 2013). Second, chemical trace gases in the model are initialised by satellite measurement and
Figure 2: Correlation coefficients depending on time for tracer correlations patterns between MLS O$_3$ and CLaMS O$_3$ (black), between MLS CO and CLaMS CO (red), and between MLS CO and the CLaMS emission tracer for India/China (blue) for levels of potential temperature between 360 and 380 K (more details see text).

by results of a multi-annual CLaMS simulation started on 1 October 2001 as described in Sect. 2.1. This procedure ensures that the concentrations of chemical trace gases such as CO or O$_3$ used as initialisation for the 1 May 2012 do not need a spin up. Therefore, CO and O$_3$ mixing ratios simulated with CLaMS correspond to actual measured concentrations. CLaMS simulated CO and O$_3$ values are now used more extensively in the revised version (see here Fig. 2)

In contrast to these chemical tracers, the artificial emission tracers in CLaMS are designed to identify possible boundary source regions in Asia that could contribute to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in a particular monsoon season. Thus, we argue that both in the model and in the real world it takes time for boundary tracers to reach the anticyclone in the early stages of the monsoon season. In response, to the review comment and to explain this in more detail we added the following paragraph in the revised version of the paper:
in Sect. 2.1.1 Model Description / Emission tracers:

‘The artificial emission tracers in CLaMS are designed to identify possible boundary source regions in Asia that could contribute to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in a particular monsoon season, here as a case study for the year 2012. At each time step of the model (every 24 hours) air masses in the model boundary layer are marked by the different emission tracers, i. e. the emission tracer for North India (NIN) of an air parcel in the boundary layer over Northern India is set equal to one (NIN = 1). If an air parcel has left the model boundary layer over North India, the value of the emission tracer for NIN (=1) is transported to other regions of the free troposphere or stratosphere. Successive mixing processes between air masses from North India with air masses originating in other regions of the atmosphere (here NIN= 0) during the course of the simulation yield values of NIN differing from the initial distribution (NIN = 1 or NIN = 0). Therefore, the value of the individual emission tracer count the percentage of an air masses that originated in the specific boundary layer region since 1 May 2012 considering advection and mixing processes.’

in Sect. 3.2.1 Temporal evolution of different emission tracer:

‘The artificial emission tracers in CLaMS are designed to identify possible boundary source regions in Asia that could contribute to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone during the monsoon season 2012 (as defined in Sect. 2.1) considering advection and mixing processes. E. g. the fact that the contribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia dominates in June demonstrates that in June upward transport or convection in the region of Southeast Asia is stronger than in other regions over Asia causing higher contributions of the emission tracer of Southeast Asia within the Asian monsoon anticyclone compared to other emission tracers in June. By this technique contributions of the boundary layer with a transport time from the boundary to the UTLS longer than one monsoon period (contributions from the boundary layer that are released before 1 May 2012) are not covered by the artificial tracers used here. Therefore, the composition of different emission tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone is a fingerprint of the regional and temporal variations of convective processes causing strong upward transport within the Asian monsoon anticyclone in summer 2012.'
Figure 3: Temporal evolution of contributions of air masses from the boundary layer to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The shown percentages are mean values calculated for air masses in Asia in the region between 15 and 50 N and 0 and 140 E at 380 ± 0.5 K (see black box in Fig. 1 in the paper) with PV values lower than 4.5 PVU that marks the edge of the anticyclone.

The sum of all emission tracers shown in Fig. 8 (ACPD vers.) is less than 100% because air masses originating in the free troposphere or stratosphere also contribute to the composition of Asian monsoon anticyclone. End of June, a contribution of 35% of the model boundary layer to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is calculated (see here Fig. 3). The remaining 65% of the composition of the anticyclone is from the free troposphere and the stratosphere. The contribution of the model boundary layer rises to 55% in early August and to 75% at the end of the monsoon season in late September.
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Author Comment to Referee #2

(Editor - Federico Fierli)
‘Impact of different Asian source regions on the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone and on the extratropical lowermost stratosphere’

We thank Referee #2 for his very good evaluation. Following the reviewers advice we elaborate some minor points, which strengthen the findings of our paper. Our reply to the reviewer comments is listed in detail below. Questions and comments of the referee are shown in italics.

This paper reports characteristics of monsoon anticyclone, impact of emissions from India, China and Southeast Asia on the composition of anticyclone and transport pathways to the lower stratosphere. The results from CLaMS model are supported by MLS observations. This paper highlights new and important findings. I recommend the paper to be published in ACP after the following minor comments are addressed.

Minor comments

1. P9945, L27. The reason for choice of year 2012 should be mentioned. Was it El-Niño/La-Niña year? Or normal monsoon? Or QBO Easterly/westerly phase? These phenomena affect the monsoon circulation and therefore transport into monsoon anticyclone.

√ The following text is added in the revised version of the paper:

‘The summer 2012 is a good example for normal monsoon conditions. The rainfall in India was normal based on the rainfall data set of 306 rain gauges in India provided by the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology in Pune, India (see http://www.tropmet.res.in/~kolli/mol/Monsoon/Historical/air.html). A strong relation between rainfall (droughts or floods) during the Indian summer monsoon to El Niño and La Niña events have been established (e.g.
In summer 2012, neutral conditions for the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) occurred based on the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) (see http://ggweather.com/enso/oni.htm). The relation of the Quasi-Biennial-Oscillation (QBO) in stratospheric equatorial winds to Indian summer monsoon rainfall is discussed in the last years (e.g. Chattopadhyay and Bhatla, 2001, International Journal of Climatology; Claud and Terray, 2007, Journal of Climate; Mohankumar and Pillai, 2008, Journal of Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Physics), however there is no clear result to how the QBO is related to normal monsoon conditions. Therefore we decided that a discussion about the possible connection between QBO and Indian summer monsoon in the year 2012 should not be added to our paper.

2. Section 3.1.1 is very lengthy and should be shortened. The discussion on eddy shedding is not clear. ‘The second anticyclone moves towards Pacific Ocean along subtropical westerly jet’? Consider revising this.

√ We shortened section 3.1.1. by removing the paragraph about the 2 modes (symmetric - antisymmetric) in the revised version of the paper. The paragraph about the eddy shedding is also removed.

3. P9957, L26. ‘On 20 September 2012 (see Fig. 7, bottom), the anticyclone is shifted to the south’. Is this related to monsoon withdrawal?

√ In the revised version of the paper, we replaced the 20 September 2012 by 12 September 2012 to remove the discussion about the eddy shedding event, which is not important for the main message of the paper. During September a strong broadening of the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China towards the tropics is found. This is likely related to the monsoon withdrawal as shown in the following new figure (Fig. 1) introduced in the revised version of the paper.

4. P9960 L10-11. Temporal evaluation of tracers in the anticyclone and its oscillation with 30-60 days periodicity show connections with movement of monsoon trough. This indicates that the lower level convergence (monsoon trough) and upper level divergence (anticyclone) vary coherently. The two anticyclones (Tibetan and Iranian mode) observed in MLS, which are simu-
Figure 1: Twelve-day mean values of the contribution of the emission tracer for India/China (left) and PV (right) during four different phases of the Asian monsoon anticyclone: early-phase (top), mid-phase (2nd row), end-phase (3rd row) of the anticyclone and after the breakup (bottom).
lated by CLaMs too, should have corresponding two low pressure areas in the lower troposphere. The figure depicting this will support your results.

Our simulations show that a south-north shift in the contribution of different emission tracers for Asia within the Asian monsoon anticyclone occurred during the summer 2012 and also a slight northward shift of the anticyclone itself. This behaviour is possibly linked to the northward moving long-term interseasonal variations (30 to 60-day oscillations) found in climatological analyses of monsoon activity like convection and rainfall (e.g. Goswami 2012 and references therein). The calculated composition of different emission tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone is a fingerprint of the regional and temporal variations of convective processes causing strong upward transport within the Asian monsoon anticyclone in summer 2012. However, in spite of a considerable effort analysing meteorological data set, we could not find any clear evidence that lower level convergence (monsoon trough) and upper level divergence (anticyclone) vary coherently. Therefore, we can not provide a appropriate figure. We agree that the connection between the movement of the lower level monsoon trough and the movement of the anticyclone is an interesting open question.

5. P9961 L8-9. Statement ‘however the contributions of the different emission tracers are in general lower’ is not clear

√ We revised the following sentence

‘Further, even if no PV criterion is applied and all air parcels within the geographical limits (black box in Fig. 7) are considered to calculate the mean values, the same qualitative evolution emerges of the contributions of different emission tracers within the anticyclone at 380 K, however the mean values of the single emission tracers are in general lower (not shown here).’

as follows:

‘Further, even if no PV criterion is applied and all air parcels within the geographical limits (black box in Fig. 7 of the paper) are considered to calculate the mean values, the same qualitative evolution emerges of the contributions of different emission tracers within the anticyclone at 380 K, however then highest contributions from Southeast Asia up to 11% and 19% are calculated

4
in mid-June/mid-July and October, respectively. The contribution of air masses from North India are also at the maximum in the intervening period from mid-July to mid-August and reach values up to 13% (not shown here).

6. Mean values of contributions of emission tracers for India/China, South-east Asia, and Western Pacific etc should be mentioned in the conclusion section.

√ We added the mean values as follows:

'In the early (≈June to mid-July) and late period (≈mid-August to October) of the monsoon season 2012, contributions from Southeast Asia are highest (up to 13% and 23%, respectively, using a value of 4.5 PVU to mark the edge of the anticyclone). In the intervening period (≈mid-July to mid-August), air masses from North India have the strongest impact (up to 18%).'

7. P9968 L15-19. The high contribution from SE Asia in early May-June and late monsoon period (Sep-Oct) may due to migration of monsoon trough. During this period it is generally over SE Asia. Authors should confirm this and make an assertive statement.

See above point 4.)
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Author Comment to Referee #3

(Editor - Federico Fierli)
‘Impact of different Asian source regions on the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone and on the extratropical lowermost stratosphere’

We thank Referee #3 for this detailed and very helpful review. Following the reviewers advice we split the paper into three parts. Our reply to the reviewer comments is listed in detail below. Questions and comments of the referee are shown in italics.

General Remarks

The paper presents a model study of the Asian monsoon anticyclone; the development during the year 2012 from May to October is shown as a case study. The paper tackles a number of important topics:

1) the variation in the position and shape of the Asian monsoon anticyclone over the year from formation to break-up;

2) The chemical composition of the air within and around the anticyclone with respect to the geographical sources of the pollutants, and its temporal evolution;

3) the vertical and horizontal transport pathways out of the anticyclone, and potential transport barriers.

Over all, the paper is rather descriptive and wordy instead of analytical (in a quantitative sense) and concise. For none of the topics listed, the authors got to the bottom of the issue. For this reason, a leaner paper focussing on just one of these topics, but doing this more exhaustively, would have been probably more helpful. With such a wealth of material to analyse, the authors
should indeed think of splitting this paper into two or even three. However, this is fully at the decision of the authors

In response to this comment, we split the paper and elaborated a revised version of the paper with the focus on ‘The chemical composition of the air within and around the anticyclone with respect to the geographical sources of the pollutants, and its temporal evolution’. We removed the other parts of the paper in the revised version of the paper.

Some comparisons to satellite observations of trace gases are performed, however, these are by far not extensive. Thus, the presented results have mainly to be taken as model reality rather than real world

√ For the revised version of the paper we performed pattern correlation between MLS measurements and CLaMS simulations in the regions of the Asian monsoon anticyclone for the entire monsoon season 2012 (1 May - 31 Oct 2012), and have added a new figures (Fig.4) with comparisons between CLaMS and MLS:

We revised Section 3.1.1 as follows:

‘Comparison to MLS measurements

To compare our simulation with MLS O$_3$ and CO measurements (Version 3.3) (Livesey et al., 2008), pattern correlation between MLS measurements and CLaMS results, namely MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO), MLS(O$_3$)/CLaMS(O$_3$) and MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China), were calculated (see Fig. 1). It is expected from satellite measurements that CO mixing ratios are stronger within the Asian monsoon anticyclone than outside and vice versa for O$_3$ indicating that air masses inside the anticyclone have a higher tropospheric characteristic than air masses in the UTLS outside of the anticyclone. At all days between 1 May 2012 and 31 October 2012, MLS measurements of O$_3$ and CO in a region between 15 and 50 N and 0 and 140 E (shown as black box in Fig. 2) at 380 ± 20 K potential temperature are correlated to CLaMS results as described in the following. At each day, CLaMS results are interpolated on locations of the MLS measurements transformed to synoptic 12:00 UTC positions. For each day, both MLS measurements and CLaMS results are normalised so that the maximum value of each trace gas is equal one. After-
Towards the linear Pearson correlation coefficient $r(t)$ between MLS measurement and CLaMS results is calculated for each day. This procedure allows to be compared the spatial distribution of trace gases neglecting possible differences in the absolute mixing ratios between model and measurement and to compare the spatial distribution of different quantities such as measured CO and simulated emission tracers (here India/China).

Correlation coefficients $r(t)$ ranging between 0.72-0.86 were calculated for MLS($O_3$)/CLaMS($O_3$) during the monsoon season 2012 between end of June and end of September. Before the monsoon season in early May an even higher correlation coefficient up to 0.95 was found. Correlation coefficients of 0.57-0.81 were calculated between both MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO) and MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) between end of June and end of September. These high correlation coefficients confirm that CLaMS has the capability of simulating the spatial distribution of tropospheric trace gases such as CO and stratospheric trace gases like $O_3$ measured by MLS. To illustrate this, the same horizontal cross-sections as in Figs. 2 and 3 at 380 K potential temperature for MLS CO and $O_3$ as well as for CLaMS CO and $O_3$ are shown in the Supplement of this paper.

Thus, high contributions of the emission tracers for India/China are simulated in regions where high values of CO are measured indicating that the emission tracer for India/China is a good proxy for the spatial distribution of tropospheric trace gases measured in the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The correlation coefficient of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) increases from 0. to $\approx 0.8$ during the formation of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, as expected because in the model the tracer has first to be transported from the ground to the UTLS. After the breakup of the monsoon anticyclone the correlation coefficient of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) decreases because further upward transport of the tracer for India/China does not occur due the the missing convection in this region and therefore the spatial CO distribution in the UTLS is dominated by other processes. In the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, the correlation coefficients of MLS($O_3$)/CLaMS($O_3$) are somewhat higher than those of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO). Reasons for that could be deficiencies in MLS CO data (v3) in the lower stratosphere as suggested by Hegglin and Tegtmeier (2015).

Figures 4 and 5 in the ACPD paper were moved to the Supplement of the paper and were replaced by the following Figure 1.
Figure 1: Correlation coefficients depending on time for tracer correlations patterns between MLS O₃ and CLaMS O₃ (black), between MLS CO and CLaMS CO (red), and between MLS CO and the CLaMS emission tracer for India/China (blue) for levels of potential temperature between 360 and 380 K (more details see text).

The section on the identification of a two-peak structure of the anticyclone (elongated or even split into two smaller ones) (discussion related to Fig. 6) is not very convincing, in my opinion. The two-peak structure searched for could easily be taken as one single broad maximum. More quantitative analysis would be needed here, should the authors decide to keep this section.

√ We removed this section.

The section on the anticyclone tropopause as vertical transport barrier (section 3.2.2) is very important and interesting, in my opinion. The authors should consider publishing this part of the paper separately, in order not to hide it at the end of a lengthy paper.

√ Yes, we agree that this point is very important. We follow the reviewers advice and will publish this part of the paper separately.
I recommend publication of the paper after consideration of my general remarks and specific comments as listed below.

**Specific Comments**

Abstract: General: The abstract is very detailed and a bit confusing. This is a pity because the paper might not get the attention it deserves. In line with my earlier general remarks, I find it would be easier and more interesting for the quick reader if the abstract was focused on fewer details; consider to boil down the abstract to few main messages of the paper.

√ The abstract is now focused on the remaining topic of the paper after the split and should be condensed now to the main message of the paper. We revised the abstract as follows:

“The impact of different boundary layer source regions in Asia on the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, considering its intraseasonal variability in 2012, is analysed by simulations of the Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS) using artificial emission tracers. The horizontal distribution of simulated CO, O$_3$ and artificial emission tracers for India/China are in good agreement with patterns found in satellite measurements of O$_3$ and CO by the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS). Using in addition, correlations of artificial emission tracers with potential vorticity (PV) demonstrate that the emission tracer for India/China is a very good proxy for spatial distribution of trace gases within the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The Asian monsoon anticyclone is a transport barrier for emission tracers and is highly variable in location and shape. From end-June to early-August, a northward movement of the anticyclone and during September a strong broadening of the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China towards the tropics is found. In addition to the change of the location of the anticyclone, the contribution of different boundary source regions to the Asian monsoon anticyclone strongly depends on its intraseasonal variability and is therefore more complex than hitherto believed. The largest contributions are found from North India and Southeast Asia at 380 K. In the early (mid-June to mid-July) and late (September) period of the monsoon season 2012, contributions of emissions from Southeast Asia are highest and
in the intervening period (early-August) emissions from North India have the largest impact. Our findings show that the temporal variation of the contribution different convective regions is memorised in the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone.

Air masses originating in Southeast Asia are found both within and outside of the Asian monsoon anticyclone because these air masses experience in addition to transport within the anticyclone upward transport at the southeastern flank of the anticyclone and in the tropics and can be entrained by the outer circulation of the anticyclone. Subsequently isentropic poleward transport of these air masses occurs at around 380 K with the result that the extratropical lowermost stratosphere is flooded by end of September with air masses originating in Southeast Asia. After the breakup of the anticyclonic circulation (≈ end-September), significant contributions of air masses originating in India/China are still found in the upper troposphere over Asia. Our results demonstrate that emissions from India, China and Southeast Asia have a significant impact on the chemical composition of the lowermost stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere in particular at the end of the monsoon season in September/October 2012.

*Page 9942: Lines 9-11: Isn’t this obvious when the anticyclone is split into two smaller ones? I’d remove this sentence.*

√ The statement is removed.

*Lines 14-19: This is maybe too much detail; consider removing this sentence.*

We revised the following sentence:

‘The contribution of different boundary source regions to the Asian monsoon anticyclone strongly depends on its intraseasonal variability and is therefore more complex than hitherto believed, but in general the highest contributions are from North India and Southeast Asia at 380 K.’

as follows:

‘The contribution of different boundary source regions to the Asian monsoon anticyclone strongly depends on its intraseasonal variability and is therefore more complex than hitherto believed. The highest contributions to the com-
position of the air mass in the anticyclone are found from North India and Southeast Asia at 380 K.'

Introduction: Page 9943: Lines 19-21: Really? Later you show that the tropopause above the anticyclone is an effective transport barrier; at least you should state here if this pathway is direct uplift or by isentropic poleward transport. Or maybe just change this sentence to: ‘. . . The Asian monsoon circulation IS BELIEVED to provide . . .’

√ The statement is revised as follows:

‘In general, the Asian monsoon circulation is believed to provide an effective pathway for water vapour and pollutants to the lower stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere.’

Page 9944: Line 20-23: Is this in contradiction to your own findings?

√ The following sentence

‘In addition to the impact on the contribution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, deep convection at the eastern/southeastern side of the Asian monsoon anticyclone can directly transport tropospheric air into the lower stratosphere by direct convective injection (Rosenlof et al., 1997; Park et al., 2007, 2008; Chen et al., 2012).’

is revised as follows:

‘In addition to the impact on the contribution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, deep convection at the eastern/southeastern side of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is discussed as a pathway for transport of tropospheric air directly into the lower stratosphere by direct convective injection (Rosenlof et al., 1997; Park et al., 2007, 2008; Chen et al., 2012).’

Page 9951: Line 3-5: ‘. . . two peaks . . . . are simultaneously found forming . . . a double peak structure’. This is a redundant statement.

√ This section is removed in the revised version of the paper.
Line 12-18: These statements here are a somewhat speculative hypothesis, and this would be fine if further elaborated and proved in the paper. Without further proven evidence, however, these statements remain speculative and should be removed.

√ This section is removed in the revised version of the paper.

Page 9952: Line 19: What is shown from MLS is not the same as from the model - make clear from the beginning that you show a stratospheric tracer, namely ozone, and a tropospheric tracer, namely CO.
Line 23/24: ‘. . . i.e. low ozone corresponds to high percentages of the emission tracers for India/China and vice versa.’ This sentence is confusing. What you mean is low ozone = tropospheric air masses in contrast to high ozone = stratospheric air masses. However, polluted tropospheric air is expected to be higher in ozone than clean tropospheric air (still lower in ozone than stratospheric air, though). These relationships need to be clarified, otherwise it is hard to understand why polluted air loaded with emissions should come along with low ozone abundances.

√ This section is completely revised (see above, General Remarks).

Page 9953: Lines 26 ff: I find the discussion in this section not very convincing; in particular, the lower panels of Fig.6 are interpreted as giving evidence to the bi-modal distribution. For me, I must admit, it looks merely like a broad maximum distributed over the entire longitude range. There is no evidence provided that the minimum between the ‘two maxima’ is indeed significant. For me, the only obvious and convincing feature in Fig. 6 is the shift of the tracer distributions towards the South from July/August to September/October. To prove the significance of the double peak, a statistical analysis needs to be performed. E.g. one could count the days over a larger number of periods and then assign uncertainties to the numbers; a gap between the two peaks then would be significant if the difference between the peak values and the minimum in-between is larger than 2 sigma; or any other reasonable measure.

√ We removed this Section in the revised version of the paper.

Page 9958: Lines 24 - page 9959, line 8: This justification why the 4.5 PVU
isoline can be used as boundary of the Asian monsoon anticyclone should come much earlier, e.g. page 9950, after line 9.

√ The following sentence is added on page 9950 line 9:

'A value of 4.5 PVU is used which is in agreement with the upper limit of the PV values derived by Ploeger et al. (ACPD, 2015) to mark the transport barrier for the Asian monsoon anticyclone 2012 at 380 K.'

Pages 9959-9961, discussion of Fig. 8: How are the variations of the contributions from various source regions related to the variations of emissions from these source regions? Have the emissions assumed to be constant over time? This should then be mentioned here. In reality, emissions strengths may also have a variation over the year, thus complicating the situation.

To explain this in more detail and added the following paragraphs to the revised version of the paper:

in Sect. 2.1.1 Model Description / Emission tracers:

'The artificial emission tracers in CLaMS are designed to identify possible boundary source regions in Asia that could contribute to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in a particular monsoon season, here as a case study for the year 2012. At each time step of the model (every 24 hours) air masses in the model boundary layer are marked by the different emission tracers, i.e. the emission tracer for North India (NIN) of an air parcel in the boundary layer over Northern India is set equal to one (NIN = 1). If an air parcel has left the model boundary layer over North India, the value of the emission tracer for NIN (=1) is transported to other regions of the free troposphere or stratosphere. Successive mixing processes between air masses from North India with air masses originating in other regions of the atmosphere (here NIN= 0) during the course of the simulation yield values of NIN differing from the initial distribution (NIN = 1 or NIN = 0). Therefore, the value of the individual emission tracer count the percentage of an air masses that originated in the specific boundary layer region since 1 May 2012 considering advection and mixing processes.'

in Sect. 3.2.1 Temporal evolution of different emission tracer:
The artificial emission tracers in CLaMS are designed to identify possible boundary source regions in Asia that could contribute to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone during the monsoon season 2012 (as defined in Sect. 2.1) considering advection and mixing processes. E.g. the fact that the contribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia dominates in June demonstrates that in June upward transport or convection in the region of Southeast Asia is stronger than in other regions over Asia causing higher contributions of the emission tracer of Southeast Asia within the Asian monsoon anticyclone compared to other emission tracers in June. By this technique contributions of the boundary layer with a transport time from the boundary to the UTLS longer than one monsoon period (contributions from the boundary layer that are released before 1 May 2012) are not covered by the artificial tracers used here. Therefore, the composition of different emission tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone is a fingerprint of the regional and temporal variations of convective processes causing strong upward transport within the Asian monsoon anticyclone in summer 2012.

The sum of all emission tracers shown in Fig. 8 (ACPD vers.) is less than 100% because air masses originating in the free troposphere or stratosphere also contribute to the composition of Asian monsoon anticyclone. End of June, a contribution of 35% of the model boundary layer to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is calculated (see here Fig. 2). The remaining 65% of the composition of the anticyclone is from the free troposphere and the stratosphere. The contribution of the model boundary layer rises to 55% in early August and to 75% at the end of the monsoon season in late September.

Page 9964, section 3.2.2: I was particularly impressed by this analysis demonstrating that the Asian monsoon anticyclone tropopause acts as a vertical transport barrier, and personally I find this is a very important result that should not be hidden at the end of a lengthy paper. I’d really encourage the authors to split the paper and to make a separate short paper out of this. When discussing the results against previous literature, the paper by Randel et al., Science, 2010 must not be ignored.

We agree that this is a very important result. Many thanks for encouraging us to highlight this in an separate short paper. That is what we will do.
Figure 2: Temporal evolution of contributions of air masses from the boundary layer to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The shown percentages are mean values calculated for air masses in Asia in the region between 15° and 50°N and 0° and 140°E at 380±0.5 K (see black box in Fig. 1) with PV values lower than 4.5 PVU that marks the edge of the anticyclone.
Technical Comments

Page 9942, Abstract: Line 26: typo ‘still’

√ done

Page 9943: Line 26: ‘. . . water vapour HAS a . . .’

√ done

Page 9945: Line 23 and 26: typo : ‘source regions’ (without s)

√ done

Page 9964: Line 6: Correct the sentence: ‘. . .are uplifted in the tropics are widely distributed . . .’

√ This section is removed in the revised version.

Line 13: Remove one ‘the’: ‘. . . air masses from the the Asian monsoon . . .’

√ This section is removed in the revised version.
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Abstract

The impact of different boundary layer source regions in Asia on the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, considering its intraseasonal variability in 2012, is analysed by CLaMS simulations using artificial emission tracers. Our simulations show that the Asian monsoon anticyclone is highly variable in location and shape and oscillates between 2 states: first a symmetric anticyclone and second, an asymmetric anticyclone either elongated or split in two smaller anticyclones. A maximum in the distribution of air originating from Indian/Chinese boundary layer sources is usually found in the core of the symmetric anticyclone, in contrast the asymmetric state is characterised by a double peak structure in the horizontal distribution of air originating from India and China. The simulated simulations of the Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS) using artificial emission tracers. The horizontal distribution of simulated CO, O₃ and artificial emission tracers for India/China is in are in good agreement with patterns found in satellite measurements of O₃ and CO by the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS). The Using in addition, correlations of artificial emission tracers with potential vorticity (PV) demonstrates that the emission tracer for India/China is a very good proxy for spatial distribution of trace gases within the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The Asian monsoon anticyclone constitutes a horizontal transport barrier for emission tracers and is highly variable in location and shape. From end-June to early-August, a northward movement of the anticyclone and during September, a strong broadening of the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China towards the tropics is found. In addition to the change of the location of the anticyclone, the contribution of different boundary source regions to the Asian monsoon anticyclone strongly depends on its intraseasonal variability and is therefore more complex than hitherto believed, but in general the highest contributions are. The largest contributions to the composition of the air mass in the anticyclone are found from North India and Southeast Asia at a potential temperature of 380 K. In the early (June–mid-June to mid-July) and late (mid-August to October–September) period of the monsoon season 2012, contributions of emissions from Southeast Asia are highest and in the intervening period (≈mid-July to
mid-August to early-August) emissions from North India have the largest impact. Further, our simulations confirm that the thermal tropopause above the anticyclone constitutes a vertical transport barrier. Enhanced contributions of emission tracers for Asia are found at the northern flank. Our findings show that the temporal variation of the contribution of different convective regions is memorised in the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone between double tropopauses indicating an isentropic transport from the anticyclone into the lowermost stratosphere.

After the breakup of the anticyclone, significant contributions of air masses originating in India/China are still found over Asia in September/October. In addition, Southeast Asia are found both within and outside of the Asian monsoon anticyclone because these air masses spread out within the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere experience in addition to transport within the anticyclone upward transport at the southeastern flank of the anticyclone and in the tropics at around 380 K. Moreover, air masses from Southeast Asia experienced diabatic upward transport in the tropics and subsequently can be entrained by the outer circulation of the anticyclone. Subsequently isentropic poleward transport of these air masses occurs at around 380 K with the result that the extratropical lowermost stratosphere in the Northern Hemisphere is flooded by end of September with air masses originating in Southeast Asia. Even after the breakup of the anticyclonic circulation (∼ end-September), significant contributions of air masses originating in India/China are still found in the upper troposphere over Asia. Our results demonstrate that emissions from India, China and Southeast Asia have a significant impact on the chemical composition of the lowermost stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere in particular after the end of the monsoon season in September/October 2012.

1 Introduction

The Asian summer monsoon circulation is an important global circulation system in northern summer associated with strong upward transport of tropospheric source gases into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region (e.g. Li et al. 2005; Randel...
and Park, 2006; Park et al., 2007, 2008, 2009). Satellite measurements show that tropospheric trace gases such as water vapour (H$_2$O), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NO$_x$), Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), and aerosol are confined by the strong anticyclonic circulation in the UTLS and therefore are isolated from the surrounding air (Rosenlof et al., 1997; Jackson et al., 1998; Park et al., 2004, 2008; Li et al., 2005; Xiong et al., 2009; Randel et al., 2010; Vernier et al., 2011; Bourassa et al., 2012; Fadnavis et al., 2013, 2014). In contrast, stratospheric trace gases such as O$_3$, HNO$_3$, or HCl show low concentrations in the anticyclone (Randel and Park, 2006; Park et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Konopka et al., 2010). In general, the Asian monsoon circulation provides an effective pathway for water vapour and pollutants to the lower stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere (Bian et al., 2012; Ploeger et al., 2013; Vogel et al., 2014; Uma et al., 2014). However, the mechanisms for possible transport into the lowermost stratosphere are subject of a longstanding debate (Dethof et al., 1999; Park et al., 2009; Randel et al., 2010; Bourassa et al., 2012; Fairlie et al., 2014; Fromm et al., 2014; Vogel et al., 2014).

Increasing stratospheric water vapour has a significant influence on the climate system (e.g. Forster and Shine, 1999; Shindell, 2001; Smith et al., 2001; Forster and Shine, 2002; Vogel et al., 2012), in particular the variability of water vapour in the lower stratosphere is an important driver of surface climate change (e.g. Solomon et al., 2010; Riese et al., 2012). In addition, increasing stratospheric water vapour plays a crucial role in stratospheric chemistry (e.g. Kirk-Davidoff et al., 1999; Dvortsov and Solomon, 2001; Vogel et al., 2011a). Therefore, it is important to understand transport processes from the Asian monsoon region into the global lower stratosphere.

Moreover, the contribution of different boundary source regions in Asia to the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone (e.g. Li et al., 2005; Park et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2012; Bergman et al., 2013; Fadnavis et al., 2014) is currently discussed. Chen et al. (2012) found that most impact at tropopause heights is from emissions originating in the tropical Western Pacific region and the South China Sea, while Bergman et al. (2013) found that air masses originating at the Tibetan Plateau and in India are most important at
100 hPa. Simulations with a chemistry transport model by Park et al. (2009) show that the main surface sources of CO in the Asian monsoon anticyclone are from India and Southeast Asia, whereby the weak contribution of air masses originating from the Tibetan plateau in their analysis is due to the lack of significant surface emissions of CO in this region in their model simulations. Further, air masses from northeast India and southwest China uplifted at the eastern side of the anticyclone could also contribute to the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone (Li et al., 2005).

In addition to the impact on the contribution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, deep convection at the eastern/southeastern side of the Asian monsoon anticyclone can directly transport tropospheric air is discussed as a pathway for transport of tropospheric air directly into the lower stratosphere by direct convective injection (Rosenlof et al., 1997; Park et al., 2007, 2008; Chen et al., 2012). However, the impact of this transport mechanism on the chemical composition of the lower stratosphere has not been isolated from the exchange between the troposphere and the stratosphere associated with the large-scale Brewer–Dobson circulation (Gettelman et al., 2004; Bannister et al., 2004).

The monsoon and the associated seasonal change of wind and rainfall is characterised by prolonged periods of dry and wet conditions in the range of 2–3 weeks. Extended periods with enhanced precipitation (wet spells) characterise active conditions, while dry spells represent periods when a break in monsoon activity occurs (Goswami, 2012, and references therein). The active and break phases are manifestations of the superposition of large scale northward moving 30 to 60 day oscillations and small scale westward propagating 10 to 20 day variations, however the detailed understanding of the variability is a open question details of this variability are far from being well understood (Goswami, 2012, and references therein). This intraseasonal variability of the monsoon is associated with the strength of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in the UTLS (Goswami, 2012). Therefore Further, the evolution over the monsoon season of the anticyclone is characterised by large variability in its extent, strength and location (e.g. Randel and Park, 2006). Garny and Randel (2013) found that the temporal variability of the strength of the anticyclone, as diagnosed by
low areas of potential vorticity (PV), is driven by the variability in convection with a period of 30–40 days.

Further, westward transport of low PV values or smaller anticyclones separated from the Asian monsoon anticyclone (referred to as “eddy shedding”) occurs more often than the process of eastward migrating smaller anticyclones during the monsoon season (Garny and Randel, 2013). Moreover, also splittings of the Asian monsoon anticyclone into two separate smaller anticyclones frequently occur each year (e.g. Garny and Randel, 2013).

In this paper, we investigate what the following main questions. What is the impact of different boundary layer sources regions in Asia on the composition of air in the Asian monsoon anticyclone 2012 considering the intraseasonal variability of the anticyclone? Further, we analyse how both boundary layer sources regions in Asia and the Asian monsoon anticyclone affect the chemical composition of the lowermost stratosphere for the example of the year 2012.

The summer 2012 is a good example for normal monsoon conditions. The rainfall in India was normal based on the rainfall data set of 306 rain gauges in India provided by the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology in Pune, India. A strong relation between rainfall (droughts or floods) during the Indian summer monsoon to El Niño and La Niña events have been established (e.g. Webster et al., 1998; Kumar et al., 2006). In summer 2012 neutral conditions for the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) occurred according to the Oceanic Niño Index (ONI).

To answer these questions, we perform our question, we performed simulations with the three-dimensional Lagrangian chemistry transport model (CLaMS) (McKenna et al., 2002b; Konopka et al., 2012, and references therein). CLaMS results are compared with measurements from the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS). The paper is organ-

---

1. see e.g., http://www.tropmet.res.in/~kolli/mol/Monsoon/Historical/air.html
2. see e.g., http://ggweather.com/enso/oni.htm
ised as follows: Sect. 2 describes the CLaMS simulations using artificial tracers and the use of inert artificial tracers of air mass origin to mark boundary layer source regions. In Sect. 3, the evolution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is described and CLaMS results are presented and compared to MLS measurements, compared with measurements from the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS). Further, the impact of different emission tracers to the composition of the anticyclone is calculated for the entire monsoon season 2012. The conclusions are given in Sect. 4.

2 The Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS)

2.1 Model description

Model simulations were performed using the Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS), a three-dimensional chemistry transport model that was originally developed for the stratosphere (e.g. McKenna et al., 2002b, a; Grooß et al., 2005; Grooß and Müller, 2007) and extended to the troposphere (Konopka et al., 2010; 2012; Pommrich et al., 2014, and references therein). It was shown in previous studies, that CLaMS is very well-suited to simulate strong tracer gradients of chemical species in regions where transport barriers exist like the polar vortex (e.g. Günther et al., 2008; Vogel et al., 2008), the extratropical tropopause and in the vicinity of the jet streams (e.g. Pan et al., 2006; Konopka et al., 2010; Vogel et al., 2011b; Konopka and Pan, 2012).

CLaMS is based on a Lagrangian formulation of tracer transport and considers an ensemble of air parcels on a time-dependent irregular grid that is transported by use of 3-D-trajectories. The irreversible part of transport, i.e. mixing, is controlled by the local horizontal strain and vertical shear rates with mixing parameters deduced from observations (Konopka et al., 2010, and references therein). Here, we present results of global CLaMS simulations that cover an altitude range from the surface up to 900 K potential temperature (≈ 37 km altitude) with a horizontal resolution of 100 km and a maximum vertical resolution of approximately 400 m at the tropopause. The horizontal winds are taken from the ERA-Interim

reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Changes in this data set changes are implemented to improve deep and mid-level convection in ERA-Interim data in contrast to previous reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011).

Mixing parameter, vertical coordinate, and the cross-isentropic velocity of the model follow the model set-up described by Konopka et al. (2012). Convection in CLaMS is represented by vertical velocities in ERA-Interim reanalysis data. CLaMS employs a hybrid coordinate (ζ), which transforms from a strictly isentropic coordinate Θ to a pressure-based coordinate system (more details see Pommrich et al., 2014).

For this study, the CLaMS simulation includes full stratospheric chemistry (Grooß et al., 2014; Sander et al., 2011) and was initialised on 1 May 2012 based on data from AURA-MLS version 3.3 (Livesey et al., 2011) and ACE-FTS version 3.0 and on results of a multi-annual CLaMS simulation started on 1 October 2001 (Konopka et al., 2010). Global O₃, CO, H₂O, HCl, and N₂O fields are derived from MLS data within ±2.5 days, while the trajectory-determined synoptic locations have been composed to a 2° × 6° (latitude-longitude) grid. Below ζ = 350 K (equal to Θ = 350 K), these species were taken from the CLaMS multi-annual simulation with a linear transition between ζ = 350 and 400 K (equal to Θ = 350–400 K). CO₂ is initialised from this simulation within the whole vertical domain.

The initialisation of CH₄, NOₓ, CFC-11, and CFC-12 was derived from N₂O using correlation fits for different latitude bins derived from ACE-FTS version 3.0 data between April and August 2010 following Grooß et al. (2014). The remaining species and the initial partitioning of the chemical families were taken from correlations and the Mainz 2-D model as described by Grooß et al. (2014). At the upper boundary (900 K potential temperature) AURA-MLS and ACE-FTS measurements and tracer-tracer correlations were used similarly as for the initialisation besides CO which was taken from MLS V3.3 data.

At the lower boundary (surface), O₃ is set to a constant tropospheric value of 4.8 × 10⁻⁸ volume mixing ratio representing the ozone mixing ratio at 5 km (Brasseur and Solomon, 2005, p. 619). Water vapour is replaced by ECMWF water vapour in lower model levels. Lower boundary conditions for CO and CH₄ are derived from AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared
Sounder) satellite measurements version 6 following the approach described by Pommrich et al. (2014).

2.1.1 Emission tracers

The aim of our study is to analyse transport pathways of air masses from boundary layer sources to the Asian monsoon anticyclone and further the transport of these air masses into the extratropical lowermost stratosphere. Three-dimensional CLaMS simulations were performed to include both the advective transport and the irreversible part of transport, namely mixing. The use of artificial tracers in CLaMS that mark particular regions in the atmosphere allows to quantify the origin of air masses, the pathways, and the transport times to be quantified (Günther et al., 2008; Vogel et al., 2011a).

Here, inert artificial tracers of air mass origin, hereafter referred to as “emission tracers”, are introduced that mark globally all land masses in the Earth’s boundary layer (≈ 2–3 km above surface following orography corresponding to $\zeta < 120$ K) and thus represent regionally different boundary layer sources regions. Figure 1 shows the geographic regions defined for all 13 emission tracers (red boxes). The latitude and longitude range of each box that represents one emission tracer is listed in Table 1. Regions in the boundary layer not considered in the defined emissions tracers listed in Table 1 are summarised in an emission tracer for the background. Because we are in particular interested in the contributions of different boundary layer source regions in Asia to the composition of air within the Asian monsoon anticyclone, the regions defining emission source regions in Asia are chosen smaller better resolved than in regions elsewhere. The separation in different regions in Asia is chosen to separate regions that are currently discussed in the literature as possible source regions (see Sect. 1). The most important regions for our study are North India (NIN), South India (SIN), East China (ECH), and Southeast Asia (SEA). To discuss the CLaMS results, the percentages of emission tracers for North India (NIN),
South India (SIN) and East China (ECH) are sometimes summarised in one emission tracer referred to as “India/China” (India/China = NIN + SIN + ECH).

The artificial emission tracers in CLaMS are designed to identify possible boundary source regions in Asia that could contribute to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in a particular monsoon season, here as a case study for the year 2012. At each time step of the model (every 24 hours) air masses in the model boundary layer are marked by the different emission tracers, i.e. the emission tracer for North India (NIN) of an air parcel in the boundary layer over Northern India is set equal to one (NIN = 1). If an air parcel has left the model boundary layer over North India, the value of the emission tracer for NIN (=1) is transported as like a chemical tracer to other regions of the free troposphere or stratosphere. Successive mixing processes between air masses from North India with air masses originating in other regions of the atmosphere (here NIN = 0) during the course of the simulation yield values of NIN differing from the initial distribution (NIN = 1 or NIN = 0). Therefore, the value of the individual emission tracer counts the percentage of an air masses that originated in the specific boundary layer region since 1 May 2012 considering advection and mixing processes.

3 Results

3.1 The Evolution of Asian monsoon anticyclone 2012

3.1.1 Spatio-temporal evolution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone 2012

The spatio-temporal evolution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in summer 2012 is inferred from three-dimensional CLaMS simulations using the abovementioned emission tracers for Asia. The CLaMS simulation starts on 1 May 2012 before the formation of the Asian monsoon anticyclone begins during June and ends late October after the breakup of the anticyclone. Deep convection (represented in CLaMS by vertical velocities in ERA-Interim reanalysis data; see Sect. 2.1) leads to strong upward transport of emission tracers from
source regions in Asia within the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Our simulation confirms that the extent, strength, and location of the anticyclone is highly variable (e.g. Annamalai and Slingo [2001], Randel and Park [2006], Garny and Randel [2013]). In particular, the locations of peaks with maximum contributions of emission tracers for India/China location and the shape of the anticyclone change from day to day which is demonstrated in the following.

Because the Asian monsoon anticyclone is characterised by low PV, the horizontal distributions of the emission tracer for India/China in comparison to the horizontal distribution of PV is analysed at 380 K potential temperature ($\approx 16$ km) (see Figs. 2 and 3). The level of 380 K potential temperature is located within the Asian monsoon anticyclone just below the thermal tropopause (see Sect. ??). To discuss the spatio-temporal evolution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, 6 days are selected reflecting typical situations of the evolution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The 1 July 2012 shows conditions at the beginning of the evolution of the Asian monsoon (early-phase), here the anticyclone is centred over Tibet. The 28 July, 2 August and 8 August 2012 are days in the middle period (mid-phase) of the monsoon season, here a strong asymmetric anticyclone, a symmetric anticyclone centred over Iran and an anticyclone split into two smaller anticyclones are found. At the end of the monsoon period on 20 September 2012, the separation of a large eastward migrating weaker anticyclone (eddy shedding event) of the main anticyclone is found. Finally, the conditions during the late-phase of the monsoon and on 7 October 2012 was selected to show the horizontal distribution of emission tracers for India/China the situation after the breakup of the anticyclone occurring end-September are shown.

On 1 July 2012 (Fig. 2 top), the anticyclone is centred over Tibet. The northern flank of the anticyclone border on the subtropical westerly jet and the southern flank to the equatorial easterly jet. In our study, the region of strongest gradients in the horizontal distribution of emission tracers from Asia represent the edge of the anticyclone at 380 K. A fixed PV value of about value of 4.5 PVU (thick white line) is introduced in Fig. 2 to mark regions with low PV ($<4.5$) which is in agreement with the upper limit of the PV values derived by Ploeger et al. [2015] to mark the transport barrier for the Asian monsoon anticyclone 2012 at 380 PVUK (more details see Sect. 3.2.1). Filaments consisting of air masses charac-
terised by low PV values (< 4.5 PVU) and enhanced emissions from India/China occur both at the western and eastern flank of the anticyclone.

On 28 July 2012 (Fig.[2] 2nd row), the horizontal distribution of high percentages of emission tracers for India/China shows an elongated structure with maxima at its two endpoints located over Northeast Africa and Southeast China (red coloured). Similar patterns are found for the absolute vorticity in theoretical calculations by ? to investigate nonaxisymmetric thermally driven circulations within the monsoon dynamic. The shape of the PV isoline of 4.5 PVU includes two anticyclones situated close together.

After 28 July 2012, the western peak is transported eastwards and the eastern peak moves westwards and both peaks merge in one location in early August. On 2 August 2012 (see Fig.[2] 3rd row), the anticyclone again has a more symmetric shape and is centred over Iran and Afghanistan. The spatial distribution of emission tracers for India/China shows two regions with maximum values one in the core of the anticyclone over Iran and Afghanistan and another smaller within the anticyclone farther northeast over China. This pattern is a remnant of the elongated structure found in the distribution of emission tracers for India/China on 28 July 2012 caused by the double peak structure of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. This small-scale structure found in the horizontal distribution of emission tracers for India/China is also evident in the spatial distribution of low PV values. On 8 August 2012 (see Fig.[2] bottom), the Asian monsoon anticyclone is split into two smaller anticyclones, one centred over the northern Middle East (Iraq/Iran) and a second one over East China.

These examples show that at some days, two peaks with enhanced percentages of the emission tracers for India/China are simultaneously found at different locations at 380, forming a double peak structure. The locations of the two peaks differ in east-west direction and sometimes in addition in north-south direction. The two peaks can be completely separated, manifested in two smaller anticyclones, or they are endpoints of elongated stretched structures appearing as a strongly asymmetric anticyclone. In our simulation, such pronounced double peak structure in the spatial distribution of the emission tracers for India/China at 380 is found to occur on average every 10–30 (at 7 June, 18 June,
In the late-phase of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, on 12 September 2012. Thus, looking on the horizontal distribution of emission tracers, the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China, the Asian monsoon anticyclone oscillates between 2 states: first, a strongly symmetric anticyclone filled in the core with air masses originating from boundary source in India/China and second, a double peak structure, a strongly asymmetric anticyclone either elongated or split in two smaller anticyclones also filled with air masses from India/China. We assume that this behaviour is caused by the intraseasonal variability of the Asian summer monsoon related to its active and break phases (e.g. Goswami, 2012 and references therein).

Moreover, at the northeast flank of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, either filaments with enhanced contributions of emission tracers for India/China are separated from the anticyclone or eastward migrating smaller anticyclones (eddy shedding) are breaking off from the main anticyclone a few times during the summer 2012 carrying enhanced contributions of air masses from India/China further eastwards. A strong eddy shedding event occurred on 20 September 2012 is shifted towards the tropics compared to the mid-phase as shown in Fig. 3 (top). The meteorological conditions for this event are discussed in detail in Vogel et al. (2014). A smaller anticyclone located over the Pacific Ocean is separated from the main anticyclone centred over North India/Tibetan Plateau. Afterwards, the second anticyclone moves to the Pacific Ocean along the subtropical westerly jet and transports air masses with enhanced contributions from India/China within a few days (roughly 8–14) to the lowermost stratosphere over northern Europe. Therefore, in general filaments of smaller anticyclones separated at the northeast flank of the anticyclone have the capability to rapidly transport water vapour and pollutants from Asia to the lowermost stratosphere over North America and Europe (e.g. Vogel et al., 2014).

In 2012, the breakup of the Asian monsoon anticyclone occurred in late September and early October. Figure 3 (bottom) shows the spatial distribution of the emission tracers for India/China at 380 K after the breakup on 497 October 2012. The breakup of the anticyclone or the disappearance of the transport barrier goes along with the spread of the emission tracers for India/China at 380 K within the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere and
in the tropics. High percentages of the emission tracers for India/China are found over the Pacific Ocean and over the east coast of North America along the subtropical westerly jet. The subtropical jet is in addition a transport barrier for the transport further polewards into the lowermost stratosphere of air masses originating in the boundary layer in India/China. In addition, air masses originating in the boundary layer in India/China could penetrate into the upwelling in the deep branch of the Brewer–Dobson circulation and could in this way reach the upper stratosphere.

### 3.1.1 Comparison to MLS measurements

To compare our simulation results with MLS 
\[ \text{O}_3 \] and CO measurements by MLS (Version 3.3) \cite{Livesey2008}, the same horizontal cross-sections as in Figs. 2 and 3 at 380 K potential temperature are shown in Figs. ?? and ?? In general at 380 K, the horizontal distributions of the stratospheric tracer pattern correlation coefficients between MLS measurements and CLaMS results, namely MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO) and MLS(O3) show very similar patterns as the spatial distribution of the emission tracers for India/China calculated in our simulation, i.e. low ozone corresponds to high percentages of the emission tracers for India CLaMS(O3) and MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China), were calculated between 360 and 400 K potential temperature (see Fig. 4). It is expected from satellite measurements that CO mixing ratios are higher within the Asian monsoon anticyclone than outside and vice versa.

Features like the filamentary structure on the western and eastern flank of the anticyclone on 1 July 2012, the elongated double peak structure on 28 July 2012, the symmetric structure with a westward eddy shedding on 2 August 2012, the split for \[ \text{O}_3 \] indicating that air masses inside the anticyclone have a stronger tropospheric characteristic than air masses in the UTLS outside of the anticyclone into two smaller anticyclones on 8 August. At all days between 1 May 2012, the strong eastward eddy shedding event on 20 September and 31 October 2012, and the tracer distribution after the breakup of the anticyclone on 19 October 2012 are also evident in the MLS measurements. In addition, in the Northern Hemisphere CLaMS simulations of show the same patterns as MLS-MLS measurements of \[ \text{O}_3 \] at 380 and CO in a region between 15 and 50° potential temperature. Figures for CLaMS
are shown in the Supplement of this paper. 

N and 0 and 140° E (shown as black rectangle in Fig. 2) between 360 and 400 K potential temperature are correlated to CLaMS results as described in the following. At each day, CLaMS results are interpolated on locations of the MLS measurements transformed to synoptic 12:00 UTC positions. For each day, both MLS measurements and CLaMS results are normalised so that the maximum value of each trace gas is equal one. Afterwards the linear Pearson correlation coefficient \( r(t) \) between MLS measurement and CLaMS results is calculated for each day. This procedure allows the spatial distribution of trace gases to be compared neglecting possible differences in the absolute mixing ratios between model and measurement and to compare the spatial distribution of different quantities such as measured CO as a tropospheric tracer is expected to show high values in regions with high contributions of the emission tracers for and simulated emission tracers (here India/China, however the features mentioned above are less distinct in MLS than in . Reasons for that could be deficiencies in MLS).

Correlation coefficients \( r(t) \) ranging between 0.72 and 0.86 were calculated for MLS(O₃)/CLaMS(O₃) during the monsoon season 2012 between end of June and end of September. Before the monsoon season in early May an even higher correlation coefficient up to 0.95 was found. Correlation coefficients of 0.57 to 0.81 were calculated for both MLS(CO data (v3)in the lower stratosphere as suggested by Hegglin and Tegtmeier (2015). CLaMS (shown in the Supplement of this paper) shows similar pattern as MLS/CLaMS(CO; however due to the coarse spatial resolution of ) and MLS(CO and possible deficiencies in MLS)/CLaMS(India/China) between end of June and end of September. These high correlation coefficients confirm that CLaMS has the capability of simulating the spatial distribution of tropospheric trace gases such as CO, the agreement is not quite as good as for and stratospheric trace gases like O₃. However, the comparison between CLaMSSimulations and MLS measurements shows that the model yields realistic patterns of the contribution of emission tracers in measured by MLS. In the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone at 380.

Previous studies (??) found that the longitudinal location of the anticyclone core has two preferred regions at 100, referred to as Tibetan Mode (80–90E) and Iranian Mode (55–65E)
impacting the spacial distribution of chemical trace gases in this region. Our simulations show that the shape of the anticyclone oscillates between a strongly symmetric anticyclone and second, a double peak structure, a strongly asymmetric anticyclone either elongated or split in two smaller anticyclones as discussed above (the correlation coefficients of MLS(O3)/CLaMS(O3) are somewhat higher than those of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO). Reasons for that could be deficiencies in MLS CO data (v3) in the lower stratosphere as suggested by Hegglon and Tegtmeier (2015). To illustrate the good agreement between CLaMS and MLS, the same horizontal cross-sections as in Figs. 2 and 3. If we assume that the highest percentages of the emission tracers for India/China are found in the core region of the anticyclone, the Tibetan Mode and Iranian Mode should be also evident in the distribution of emissions tracers for India/China in the CLaMS simulations as found for chemical constituents in the UTLS (2). Therefore, we calculate mean values of the contributions of emission tracers for India/China for July/August 2012 in latitude-longitude bins (of 2.5 longitude ($\lambda$) × 1.0° latitude ($\phi$)) at 380 K potential temperature for MLS CO and O$_3$ as well as for CLaMS CO and O$_3$ are shown in the Supplement of this paper.

Figure ?? (left, top panel) shows the number of days ($N(\lambda, \phi)$) where in the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone air masses are found with mean values of the contributions of emission tracers for India/China exceeding 35 for July/August 2012. The value of 35 is chosen because it considers relatively high contributions of the is simulated in regions where high values of CO are measured indicating that the emission tracer for India/China. Choosing a higher percentage would not consider lower contributions of the emission tracers for India is a very good proxy for the spatial distribution of tropospheric trace gases measured in the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The correlation coefficient of MLS(CO)/China found in the core of the anticyclone in early July due to the transport times of air masses originating in boundary layer in CLaMS(India/China up to the 380 level.

An accumulation of days with contributions of emission tracers for China) increases from 0 to $\approx$ 0.8 during the formation of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, as expected
because in the model the tracer has first to be transported from the ground to the UTLS. After the breakup of the monsoon anticyclone the correlation coefficient of MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) larger than 0.35 are found over Afghanistan/Pakistan and over Nepal) decreases because further upward transport of the tracer for India/Tibet (in \( \approx 1/3 \) of all days in July) China does not occur due to the missing convection in this region and therefore the spatial CO distribution in the UTLS is dominated by other processes.

### 3.1.2 Different phases of the Asian monsoon anticyclone

To link the temporal variation of the spatial distribution of the emission tracers also to areas of low PV during the entire Asian monsoon period 2012, pattern correlation between PV and the emission tracer for Indian/August within a latitude range of 28–36\(^\circ\) China (red), the emission tracer Southeast Asia (grey) and CLaMS CO (blue) are calculated as shown in Fig. 5. The correlation coefficients are calculated in a region between 15 and 50\(^\circ\) N. Maximum occurrence are found in longitude intervals of approximately 60–75 and 80–90\(^\circ\) E (see shown as black rectangle in Fig. ?? left, bottom panel). In the simulated tracer distribution, a bimodal longitudinal structure is also found, however the maxima found at 60–75\(^\circ\) at 380 E are shifted to somewhat higher longitudes compared to the Iranian Mode (55–65\(^\circ\) similar as for the MLS/CLaMS correlations described above. For each day, CLaMS results and PV are interpolated on a 1 \( \times \) 1 latitude longitude grid at 380 E) derived by ? . Reasons could be that here the distribution of emission tracers is used in contrast to K and thereafter normalised to one.

Fig. 5 shows that the study by ? where the dynamical core of the anticyclone is derived based on considering geopotential on pressure surfaces of 100. It must be emphasised that this bimodal distribution has been seen in the dynamical structure of the anticyclone (?), found in satellite measurements (?) and in the CLaMS simulations is not simply an east-west shift–spatial distribution of PV and CLaMS CO is very well correlated during the formation (-0.89 to -0.95), the existence (-0.74 to -0.93) and the breakup (-0.68 to -0.89) of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. In the course of the Asian monsoon season, a good correlation between the spatial distribution of low PV and and high percentages
of the emission tracer for India/China of -0.71 to -0.87 is found. During the formation of the anticyclone, but rather the correlation coefficients increases because the emission tracer has to be transported up to the UTLS. The decrease of the correlation coefficients after the breakup is caused by the oscillation between strongly symmetric and asymmetric anticyclones as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (left). Besides of the 2 maxima (modes), lower maxima are found in the longitudinal distribution (see missing convection in Asia occurring during the monsoon season (see comparison between MLS and CLaMS in Sect. 3.1.1). In contrast, the correlation coefficient between the spatial distribution of PV and the emission tracer for Southeast Asia shows a completely different behaviour. During the formation of the Asian monsoon the contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia increase similarly as for the emission tracer for India/China. During the existence of the anticyclone a high correlation coefficient up to -0.90 is calculated at the early- and late-phase of the anticyclone, however in early August (mid-phase) the correlation between the spatial distribution of PV and the emission tracer for Southeast Asia almost vanishes (indicated by the black dashed line in Fig. ?? left, bottom panel) at 50E reflecting the transport [5]. This shows that in the mid-phase the spatial distribution of air masses from originating in Southeast Asia is not connected to region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone to the west by westward eddy shedding (or outflow) and at 100E caused by eastward eddy shedding and the release of filaments at the northeastern flank of the anticyclone [Vogel et al., 2014] indicating that air masses from Southeast Asia experienced upward transport outside of the Asian monsoon anticyclone (see Sect. 3.2).

The same analysis is also performed for September. The good correlation found between the emission tracer for India/October 2012, the end phase of the monsoon season and its breakup (Fig. ??, right). Here, the region with an accumulation of days with contributions of emission tracers China and MLS measurements as well as PV confirms that the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China is a very good proxy for the location and shape of Asian monsoon anticyclone from end-June to end-September.

Figure 6 shows twelve-day mean values of the emission tracer for India/China and PV during different phases of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. A slight geographical northwards
shift of the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China larger than 35 (in \( \approx \frac{1}{4} \) of all days in September from the early-phase of the anticyclone from end-June/October) is shifted to the tropics and broadened both to the east and to the west. This shows that also in September and October 2012 enhanced contributions of boundary emissions are found over Asia at 380, even though the confinement of the Asian monsoon anticyclone has dissipated during that time period. Also here, a bimodal distribution is found with two maxima one at 40–60E and a second at 75–110E (Fig. ?? right, bottom panel) early-July to early-August (mid-phase) is found. Further in early-September, the late-phase of the anticyclone, a much broader spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China is found, in particular the southern edge of the anticyclone is shifted towards the tropics. In early-October after the breakup of the anticyclone, still high percentages of the emission tracer for India/China are found over India, China and the Pacific Ocean.

Animations showing the temporal evolution (on a daily basis) of the contribution of emission tracers for India/China, Southeast Asia and PV at 380 K potential temperature on the Northern Hemisphere during the Asian monsoon season 2012 (1 May 2012–late October 2012) are available as a Supplement of this paper showing the intraseasonal variability of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. In the next sections, the spatial distribution of different emission tracers for Asia within the Asian monsoon anticyclone and the temporal evolution of all tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone from May until late October 2012 are discussed.

3.1.3 Impact of different emission tracers to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone

3.2 Impact of different emission tracers to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone

To analyse the possible impact of different boundary layer source regions in Asia, in particular the specific importance of Southeast Asia, to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, the horizontal distributions of emission tracers are discussed at 380 K potential
temperature using the four days introduced in the previous section (1 July, 2 and 8 August, and 20 September 2012, see Sect. 3.1.1). The emission tracers for North India, South India, and East China show in principle the same horizontal patterns, therefore here we show only emissions from North India. However, their individual contributions to the composition of the anticyclone differ from tracer to tracer and are time dependent (see Sect. 3.2.1). It turns out in the previous section (Sect. 3.1.1), it is shown that the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia has a fundamentally different behaviour than the distribution for emission tracers for North India, South India, and East China at 380 K potential temperature (see Fig. 5).

Figure 7 shows the horizontal distribution of emission tracers for North India (NIN) (left) and Southeast Asia (SEA) (right) at 380 K potential temperature over Asia for the four chosen days. In the early-phase on 1 July 2012 (top), 2 August 2012 (2nd row), 8 August 2012 (3rd row), and 20 September (bottom). On 1 July 2012 (Fig. 7 top), air masses from boundary layer sources in North India and Southeast Asia are confined within the Asian monsoon anticyclone and within the filaments at its western and eastern flank. Air masses influenced by boundary layer sources from Southeast Asia are in addition found in the tropics. Within the anticyclone the emission tracer for Southeast Asia has the largest contribution at 380 K, followed by the emission tracers for North India. The contributions of the emissions tracer for South India is in the same order of magnitude as for North India and the lowest fraction is found for the emission tracer for East China (not shown here).

Similar as for 1 July 2012, on 2 August 2012 in the mid-phase at 380 K (Fig. 7 2nd row, left) the distribution of the emission tracer for North India is also confined within the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Filaments containing enhanced contributions of the emission tracer for North India exist also at the western and eastern flank of the anticyclone. Contrary to the 1 July at the beginning of August, the highest percentages of emission tracers within the anticyclone are from North India and East China (not shown here), thus the impact of boundary sources located more northwards is larger than the impact of boundary sources from Southeast Asia and South India (not shown here).
Further on 2 August 2012 at 380 K, the spatial distribution of the emission tracers for North India shows two regions with maximum values, one in the core of the anticyclone over Iran and Afghanistan and another within the anticyclone farther northeast over China which is a remnant of a double peak structure found on 28 July 2012 as discussed above in Sect. 3.1.1.

In contrast, on 2 August 2012, the horizontal distribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia is completely different compared to the 1 July on 2012. On 2 August 2012 (Fig. 7, 2nd row, right), the contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia has a local minimum in the core of the anticyclone surrounded by enhanced percentages of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia are found at the edge of the anticyclone in particular at the southeast edge of the anticyclone and in the western and eastern filaments of the anticyclone. Further looking at a wider geographical scale, large contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia are found south of the anticyclone in the tropics, over the Pacific Ocean and west of the anticyclone over the South Atlantic Ocean. Low percentages of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia are found in the core of the anticyclone. This is in contrast to the emission tracer for North India (and East China, not shown here) having large contributions in the core. The and low values at the edge. Therefore, the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia within the anticyclone is like a negative image to the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for North India. Further looking at a wider geographical scale, large contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia are found south of the anticyclone in the tropics, over the Pacific Ocean and west of the anticyclone over the South Atlantic Ocean.

On 8 August 2012 (Fig. 7, 3rd row), the Asian monsoon anticyclone is split into two smaller anticyclones. Apart from the double peak structure, the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for North India and Southeast Asia is similar to the distribution on 2 August 2012. Remarkable 2012, i.e. high contributions from North India and low contributions from Southeast Asia are found within both cores of the anticyclones. Also here, remarkable are high percentages of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia appear at the edge of the two anticyclones and low percentages inside the two anticyclones. Thus at the beginning of
August 2012, the percentage of emission tracers for North India and East China (not shown here) outweigh the percentage of the emission tracers from further south for Southeast Asia and South India (not shown) inside the anticyclone in contrast to the conditions in the early-phase on 1 July.

Air masses originating in Southeast Asia can experience strong uplift by deep convection (e.g. Park et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005) or typhoons (Vogel et al., 2014). If an air parcel is uplifted at the edge of the Asian monsoon to altitudes high enough, it can be entrained into the anticyclonic circulation and subsequent clockwise transport of the air parcel around the outer edge of the anticyclone occurs. The edge of the anticyclone acts here as a strong transport barrier evident in the strong gradients of the different emission tracers at the edge of the anticyclone (more details see Sect. ??). The transport barrier acts in both directions, namely for inward transport apparent in the tracer distribution from Southeast Asia and for outward transport apparent in the tracer distribution for North India (see Fig. 7, 2nd and 3rd row). Further, air masses originating in the boundary layer in Southeast Asia are uplifted in the tropics at locations where they do not reach the Asian monsoon anticyclone. A subsequently isentropic poleward transport of these air masses from the tropics to the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is evident in the CLaMS simulation (see Sect. ??).

On 20 September 2012 (see Fig. 7, bottom) during the late-phase, the anticyclone is shifted broadened to the south compared to the location area of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in July and August. In the core of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, the main contributions are emission tracers for Southeast Asia and North India followed by East China (not shown). A smaller percentage is found for the emission tracer for South India (not shown). Further, on 20 September 2012 (see Fig. 7, bottom), a strong eastward eddy shedding event occurred as discussed in the previous Sect. 3.1.1. In general during an eastward eddy shedding event, air masses from the core of the anticyclone can be mixed with air masses from the edge of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Air masses separated in the second smaller anticyclone is transported eastwards by the subtropical jet to North America and Europe as discussed in Vogel et al. (2014).
Further, on 2012 September 2012 at the end of the monsoon season, the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia at 380 K is very different compared to the distributions of the emission tracer for North India in particular within the Northern Hemisphere. During the end of the monsoon season late-phase of the anticyclone, contributions of the emission tracers for North India are still trapped within the anticyclone. As discussed before, air masses originating in the boundary layer in Southeast Asia are uplifted both within the Asian monsoon anticyclone and elsewhere in the tropics. Uplift in the tropics and subsequent isentropic poleward transport at around 380 K yield propagation of air masses originating in the boundary layer of Southeast Asia to mid-latitudes (more details are discussed below in Sect. ??). Therefore, the extratropical lowermost stratosphere in the Northern Hemisphere is flooded by end of September with air masses from Southeast Asia. As a result, high percentages of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia is–are more widely distributed compared to the distribution of the emission tracers for North India, South India and East China. A movie showing the temporal evolution (on a daily basis) of the contribution of emission tracers for Southeast Asia at 380 potential temperature on the Northern Hemisphere during the Asian monsoon 2012 (1 May 2012–late October 2012) is available as a Supplement of this paper.

### 3.2.1 Temporal evolution of different emission tracers

After presenting the spatial distribution of the emission tracers for four selected days, we discuss the temporal evolution of different emission tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone in 2012. In the previous sections, it is shown that the area enclosed by the 4.5 PVU isoline constitutes a good upper boundary for the area within the Asian monsoon anticyclone at 380 K showing enhanced contributions of emission tracers for India/China within the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Ploeger et al. (2015) inferred a mean value of 3.8 PVU to mark the transport barrier for the Asian monsoon anticyclone 2012 at 380 K using the PV gradient and horizontal circulation. However, the PV value marking the transport barrier changes from day to day with maximum PV values up to 4.4–4.6 PVU and could only be deduced for a period from 20 June to 20 August 2012 (Ploeger et al., 2015). In this
study, a value of 4.5 PVU is used which is in agreement with the upper limit of the PV values derived by [Ploeger et al. (2015)](https://link-to-paper.com) and is extrapolated to early June and September/October 2012.

Therefore, to calculate the percentage of different emission tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone at 380 K, we use the following assumption. Mean values of all emission tracers are calculated in Asia for the region between 15 and 50° N and 0 and 140° E (at 380 ± 0.5 K, shown as black box in Fig. 7). In addition to this geographical limit, PV values lower than 4.5 PVU are required to calculate for an air parcel to contribute to the mean values of the different emission tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone for each day as shown in Fig. 8.

The contribution of different emission tracers from Asia within the anticyclone differ in time and from tracer to tracer (Fig. 8). The temporal evolution shows that significant contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia (black) are found within the Asian monsoon anticyclone at 380 K potential temperature end of May that is roughly 2 weeks before contributions of the emission tracers for North India (red), South India (blue), and East China (green) reach at that level of potential temperature. At the beginning of the Asian monsoon period in June/early July, contributions of air masses originating in South Asia dominate within the anticyclone with maximum percentages of emission tracers on average of 13 % for Southeast Asia (black) and 6.5 % for South India (blue) at 380 K. During July 2012, the contributions of emission tracers for the south decrease to 10 % (Southeast Asia) and 6 % (South India) and contributions of emission tracers for the north, for North India (red) and East China (green) increase up to 18 and 10 %, respectively, until early August. During August 2012, the percentage of the emission tracers for the south rise again until the breakup of the anticyclone which occurred end of September in contrast to decreasing contributions of emission tracers for North India. Our simulations show that a south-north shift in the contribution of different emission tracers for Asia within the Asian monsoon anticyclone occurred during the summer 2012 and also a slight northward shift of the anticyclone itself. This behaviour is possibly linked to the northward moving long-term intraseasonal
interseasonal variations (30 to 60 day oscillations) found in climatological analyses of monsoon activity like convection and rainfall (e.g. Goswami, 2012, and references therein).

During August and September 2012, contributions of the emission tracer for North India (red) decrease in principle, but show local maxima end of August and end of September. In the same time period, contributions of the emission tracer for East China show a slight increase with maximum percentages end of September. Thus in our simulations, an oscillation with a period of roughly short-term intraseasonal variations (10–20 days) is found in the contributions of the emission tracer for North India during August and September as a local phenomenon are found. We suggest that these oscillations are most likely connected to the short-term westward propagating intraseasonal variations (10–20 days) of the Asian summer monsoon found on a smaller horizontal scale (e.g. Goswami, 2012, and references therein). In the same time period, contributions of the emission tracer for East China show a slight increase with maximum percentages end of September.

At the end of September 2012, the contributions of emission tracers for North India, South India, and East China start to decrease caused by the breakup of the Asian monsoon anticyclone and the missing upward transport within the anticyclone. In contrast to these tracers, the contribution of emission tracers for Southeast Asia increases continuously up to 23 % from its minimum percentage of 10 % in late August until end of October. In early October, the anticyclone had already dissolved, however the contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia still rise. The reason for this increase is that air masses originating in the boundary layer in Southeast Asia experienced in addition to the upward transport in the Asian monsoon anticyclone itself, uplift in the tropics and rapid uplift over the Pacific Ocean. The contribution of the emission tracer for the background (grey line in Fig. 8 see Sect. 2.1.1) also shows a strong increase. Tropic Pacific Ocean (TPO) increases after the breakup of the anticyclone indicating an (yellow) indicating a strong uplift of air masses outside of Asia in the tropical Pacific. The influence of other land masses (yellow + tropical Atlantic and Indian Ocean (dark grey line in Fig. 8) and of the background (light grey) is of minor importance throughout the considered time period. Note that the sum of
all emission tracers shown in Fig. [8] is less than 100 because air masses originating in the free troposphere or stratosphere also contribute.

The conclusions deduced from the temporal evolution of emission tracers do not depend on the precise value of 4.5 PVU. Very similar results were obtained for a choice of 3.8 PVU. Further, even if no PV criterion is applied and all air parcels within the geographical limits (black box-rectangle in Fig. [2], [3], and [7]) are considered to calculate the mean values, the same qualitative evolution emerges of the contributions of different emission tracers within the anticyclone at 380 K, however the contributions of the different emission tracers are in general lower (not shown here).

In this section, we could answer our first question of what is the impact of different boundary layer sources in Asia to the Asian monsoon anticyclone in summer 2012. Our simulations show first that emissions from North India (NIN), South India (SIN), East China (ECH), and Southeast Asia (SEA) have an significant impact on the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The contributions of the different emission tracers are highly variable in time, but in general the highest contributions are from North India and Southeast Asia at 380 K. In the early (June to mid-July) and late period (mid-August to October) of the monsoon season 2012, however then using only the geographical limits, highest contributions from Southeast Asia up to 11% and 19% are calculated in mid-June/mid-July and October, respectively. The contribution of air masses originating in Southeast Asia are highest and from North India has also its maximum in the intervening period (∼August 2012) contributions from North India have the largest impact indicating a south-north shift of the convection. Short term intraseasonal variations (10–20) as a local phenomenon are found in the emission tracer for North India.

3.2.2 CLaMS results at 360 and 400K

from mid-July to mid-August and reaches values up to 13% (not shown here).

In Sect. [3.2] we discussed the contributions of different artificial emission tracers in CLaMS are designed to identify possible boundary source regions in Asia that could contribute to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone at a level of 380 potential
temperature. Here, we briefly discuss the CLaMS results for lower (360) and higher (400) levels of potential temperature as shown in Figs. ?? and ??.

In general, the location and shape of the anticyclone at 360 and 400 are nearly identical. The spatial distributions of emission tracers for India/China (here the sum of North India (NIN), South India (SIN), and East China (ECH)) are confined within the anticyclone similar to 380 potential temperature, however the percentages are higher at 360 and lower at 400 (see Fig. ??). Highest percentages during the monsoon season 2012 (as defined in Sect. 2.1.1) considering advection and mixing processes. For example, the contribution of the emission tracer for India/China are found in the core of the anticyclone, indicating a slow upward transport of emissions from India/China within the Asian monsoon anticyclone.

The distribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia (see Fig. ??) within the anticyclone is different compared to the distribution of the emission tracers for India/China (see Fig. ??). In addition to the convectively driven uplift within the Asian monsoon, air masses from Southeast Asia experience further upward transport pathways. First, strong convective uplift occurred in the Pacific (Li et al., 2005) e.g. caused by typhoons (Vogel et al., 2014) at the southeast flank of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Afterwards these emissions can be entrained into the outer circulation of Southeast Asia dominates in June, demonstrating that in June upward transport or convection is comparably strong in Southeast Asia compared to other regions in Asia. By this technique contributions of the boundary layer with a transport time from the boundary to the UTLS longer than one monsoon period (contributions from the boundary layer that are released before 1 May 2012) are not covered by the artificial tracers used here. Therefore, the composition of different emission tracers within the Asian monsoon anticyclone and are transported clockwise at the edge of the circulation around the core of is a fingerprint of the regional and temporal variations of convective processes causing strong upward transport within the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Therefore in general, a high percentage of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia is found at the edge of the Asian monsoon anticyclone as evident at 360 (see in summer 2012.
The sum of all emission tracers shown in Fig. ??, left). This finding is consistent with backward-trajectory calculations by Vogel et al. (2014) for the same time period, that show that is less than 100 % because air masses originating in Southeast Asian circulate in an upward spiral around the core of the the free troposphere or stratosphere also contribute to the composition of Asian monsoon anticyclone. In contrast, at 400 For the end of June, a contribution of 35 potential temperature, high percentages of air masses originating in Southeast Asia are found within the anticyclone similar as for the emission tracer for India/China and lower contributions of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia are found outside the anticyclone. This indicates an upward transport of air masses from Southeast Asia at the edge of the anticyclone up to the top of the anticyclone at around 400% of the model boundary layer to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is calculated. The remaining 65 in contrast to the upward transport of air masses from India/China within the core % of the composition of the anticyclone is from the free troposphere and the stratosphere.

A second upward transport pathways for the emission tracer for Southeast Asia is uplift of in the deep tropics. Its impact on the chemical composition of lowermost stratosphere is discussed in the next Sect. ??.

3.3 Transport pathways to the lowermost stratosphere

3.2.1 Flooding of the Northern Hemisphere

The spatio-temporal evolution of air masses originating in the boundary layer in Southeast Asia is very different from air masses originating in India/China since Southeast Asia is located at the southeast edge of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, towards the tropics (12 The contribution of the model boundary layer rises up to 55 S–20% in early August and up to 75 N) as shown in Figs. ?? and ??.

At at the end of the monsoon season in late September. Thus at the end of the Asian monsoon season on 20 September monsoon season 2012, air masses with high percentages of the emission tracers for India/China (see Fig. ??, bottom) are trapped
within the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone except for the release of filaments or eddy shedding events that transport air masses out of the anticyclone to either the west or to the east (outflow of the Asian monsoon). In contrast, Fig. ?? (bottom) shows that at the end of the Asian monsoon period air masses with enhanced contributions from boundary layer sources in Southeast Asia are found globally in the upper troposphere from the tropics to the tropical side of the subtropical jet in both hemispheres at 360, 380 and 400. is dominated by contributions of the model boundary layer uplifted during the course of the monsoon season 2012.

Air masses originating in Southeast Asia are uplifted in the deep tropics. Afterwards they spread out within the tropics and subsequent isentropic transport to high latitudes occurs most likely associated with the lower branch of the Brewer–Dobson circulation (Fig. ??). At 360 and 380, the contribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia shows no strong gradient at the southern flank of the anticyclone (Fig. ??, bottom left/middle) in contrast to the emission tracer for India/China (Fig. ?? bottom left/middle). Thus the gradient of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia at the southern edge.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, the impact of different boundary layer source regions in Asia to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is weaker at 360 and 380 compared to the gradient for emission tracers for India/China. Air masses originating in the boundary layer in Southeast Asia can be uplifted both within the anticyclone and outside, so that the southern edge of the anticyclone is masked.

In contrast, at 400 a strong gradient is found at the southern flank of the anticyclone in the distribution of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia suggesting that at this level the isentropic transport from the tropics to higher latitudes is weaker than below at the level of 380 potential temperature. As a result, the Northern and Southern Hemisphere are flooded around 380 with air masses originating in the boundary layer of Southeast Asia, that means that air masses are younger in September than before the Asian monsoon
season at that level of potential temperature. Thus in the Northern Hemisphere, air masses from Southeast Asia are uplifted in the tropics are widely distributed around the anticyclone caused by the anticyclonic flow in this region acting as a large stirrer. The subtropical jets in both hemispheres act as 2012 is characterised by CLaMS model simulations using artificial emissions tracers. Our simulations show that the Asian monsoon anticyclone is highly variable in location and shape and the edge of the anticyclone constitutes a remarkable strong transport barrier for transport from the upper troposphere into the lowermost stratosphere. This quasi-horizontal transport of air masses from the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) to higher latitudes yields moistening of the extratropical lowermost stratosphere (e.g. Ploeger et al. 2013) artificial emission tracers.

Moreover, air masses from the the Asian monsoon anticyclone including air masses originating in Southeast Asia and also from India/China can be separated from the main circulation at its northern flank by eastward eddy shedding or release of filaments. These wet and polluted air masses are transported eastwards along the subtropical jets (e.g. Vogel et al. 2014) and can be transported most likely by Rossby wave breaking into the lowermost stratosphere. Afterwards, enhanced contributions of The calculated correlation coefficients indicate good agreement between the horizontal distributions of simulated CO, O₃ and artificial emission tracers for Asia are found in the extratropical lowermost stratosphere.

After the breakup of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in October 2012, also air masses with contributions from boundary emission from North India, South India, and East China that were trapped before within the anticyclone are distributed globally within the lowermost stratosphere (see Fig. 3 bottom left, and animations in the Supplement of this paper).

4.0.1 Gateways for air masses from the anticyclone to the stratosphere

Possible vertical transport at the top of the Asian monsoon anticyclone around the tropopause and possible isentropic transport at the edge of the anticyclonic circulation is discussed analysing the spatial distribution of emission tracers for Asia in CLaMS. We have chosen the 20 September 2012 as an example, already shown in Figs. 3 (top)
and [7] (bottom). Figure 7 shows latitude-height cross-sections across the area of the Asian monsoon anticyclone at 80E longitude of (a) static stability (buoyancy frequency squared, $N^2$), the contributions of the emission tracers for (b) India/China (=North India (NIN) + South India (SIN) + East China (ECH); see Sect. 2.1.1), (c) Southeast Asia (SEA), and (d) Siberia (SIB) on 20 September 2012. Figure 7a shows that the thermal tropopause (black dots) above the anticyclone ($\approx 15–35^\circ$N) is elevated (e.g. ??). The anticyclone is flanked by the subtropical westerly jet in the north ($\approx 30–40^\circ$N) and the equatorial easterly jet in the south ($\approx 0–10^\circ$N) (wind velocities of both jets are shown as black lines). Further at its northern flank, a double thermal tropopause (at $\approx 340^\circ$ China with patterns found in satellite measurements of $O_3$ and CO by the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS). For the monsoon season, correlation coefficients $r(t)$ of 0.72–0.86 and 400 potential temperature is found between 40–0.57–0.81 were calculated for MLS($O_3$)/CLaMS($O_3$) and 60N. Multiple tropopauses occur often at the northern flank of the Asian monsoon anticyclone along the subtropical jet (e.g. ?). The potential temperature level at 380 is marked as a purple line to illustrate the position of the horizontal cross-sections shown in Figs. 3 (top) and 7 (bottom). The 380 level is just below the thermal tropopause (black dots) in the tropics and within the Asian monsoon anticyclone, however north of the anticyclone it is above the first tropopause and therefore within the lowermost stratosphere. In general, tropospheric air masses, including air masses within the both MLS(CO)/CLaMS(CO) and MLS(CO)/CLaMS(India/China) correlations, respectively. The good correlation found between the emission tracer for India/China and MLS measurements as well as PV confirms that the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China is a good proxy for the location and shape of Asian monsoon anticyclone, are characterised by low values of $N^2$ in contrast to stratospheric air masses. High values (dark red) of $N^2$ found directly above the first tropopause characterise the tropopause inversion layer (TIL) (e.g. ?). Figure 7a shows that sandwiched between the double tropopause at the northern flank of the anticyclone low values of $N^2$ (shown in blue/green) occur in comparison to the stratospheric background on 20 September 2012 indicating that tropospheric air masses
from the Asian monsoon anticyclone was isentropically transported into the lowermost stratosphere.

Figure ??b shows that high percentages of the spatial distribution of the emission tracer for India/China are transported upward within the Asian monsoon anticyclone up to the thermal tropopause and are trapped within the anticyclone (∼15–35N) . Enhanced contributions of the emissions tracers for India/China are in addition found on the Southern Hemisphere on the equatorial flank of the subtropical jet, indicating additional upward transport elsewhere in the tropics.

In contrast, air masses originating in the boundary layer in Southeast Asia (see Fig. ??c) are released at latitudes lower (12S–20N) than air masses originating in India from the early-phase of the anticyclone on end-June/China (0–40N) therefore air masses from Southeast Asia are uplifted both within the Asian monsoon anticyclone and elsewhere in the tropics. High percentages of the emission tracer for Southeast Asia are found up to ∼50 at early-July to early-August (mid-phase) is found. Further in early-September, during the late-phase of the anticyclone, a much broader spatial distribution is found, in particular the southern edge of the anticyclone, up to ∼20 within the anticyclone, and up to ∼25–30 elsewhere in is shifted to the tropics. Figure ??c shows that the upward transport of air masses originating in Southeast Asia within the Asian monsoon anticyclone can not be isolated from the transport in the deep tropics as also reported by Gettelman et al. (2004) and Bannister et al. (2004).

Further, Fig. ??b and c shows that the thermal tropopause acts as a transport barrier for emission tracers for India/China and Southeast Asia. Only a very shallow mixing layer is found around the tropopause above the anticyclone (∼15–35N). Therefore the tropopause constitutes an upper boundary of the Asian monsoon anticyclone as expected from satellite measurements of tropospheric trace gases (see Sect. 7). In the deep tropics (∼10–25S), enhanced percentages of After the breakup of the anticyclone in early-October, still high percentages for the emission tracer for India/China and Southeast Asia are found above the tropopause (∼380) in late-September, indicating a possible vertical upward transport into the stratosphere over the course of 5 months of CLaMS simulation.
Figure ??b and c shows enhanced contributions of emission tracers for both India/China and Southeast Asia north of the Asian monsoon anticyclone between the double tropopause and further to the north at higher latitudes indicating an isentropic transport of trace gases from the anticyclone into the lowermost stratosphere as already indicated by $N^2$ (see Fig. ??a). In contrast, contributions of the emission tracer for Siberia (see Fig. ??d) are not found in the lowermost stratosphere confirming that in mid- and high latitudes the first troposphere acts as a transport barrier and that vertical upward transport from boundary source emissions from the troposphere into the lowermost stratosphere seems unlikely. Enhanced contributions of emission tracers from India/China and Southeast Asia are found between double tropopauses and on the polar side of the anticyclone at corresponding levels of potential temperature, however the exact locations and mechanisms for stratospheric entry are not clear. One possibility could be horizontal transport of air masses from the Asian monsoon anticyclone between double tropopauses into the lowermost stratosphere (e.g. ?). In previous studies (e.g. ?Vogel et al., 2011b), it was shown that air masses with enhanced tropospheric characteristics from the tropical upper troposphere or tropical transition layer (TTL) are found between double tropopauses indicating an horizontal transport of tropospheric air masses into the lowermost stratosphere.

A second mechanism could be the clockwise transport of boundary emissions in form of an upward spiral around the core of the Asian monsoon anticyclone of air masses lifted at the outer edge of the anticyclonic e.g. by typhoons or deep convection (Li et al., 2005; Vogel et al., 2014) as evident in our simulation for emissions from Southeast Asia. Or third, the transport mechanism is a mixture of point one and two. To answer this question, further investigations and measurements focusing on transport processes at the edge of the Asian monsoon anticyclone, in particular at its northern flank, are necessary.

In this paper, are located over India, China and the Pacific Ocean.

In this paper, we could answer the question of what is the impact of different boundary layer source regions sources in Asia to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone 2012 is characterised by CLaMS model simulations using artificial emissions
tracers. Our simulations show that the Asian monsoon anticyclone is highly variable in location and shape and oscillates between two states with a time period of $\approx 10–30$: first a symmetric anticyclone and second, an asymmetric anticyclone either elongated or split in two smaller anticyclones. A maximum in the distribution of air originating from Indian/Chinese boundary layer sources is usually found in the core of a symmetric anticyclone, in contrast an asymmetric state is characterised by a double peak structure in the horizontal distribution of air originating from India and China. In our simulations, the edge of the anticyclone constitutes for both states a remarkable strong transport barrier. Measurements of and by the Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) show the same patterns as emission tracers for India/China over Asia. We suggest that this behaviour is caused by the intraseasonal variability of the Asian summer monsoon related to its active and break phases (e.g.) and references therein Goswami 2012. Evidence of a bimodal distribution depending on longitude is found in the contribution of emission tracers for India/China at 380 similar as found for the location of the anticyclone core derived by ?.

Further, the in summer 2012. The model results show that emissions from North India, South India, East China, and Southeast Asia have an impact on the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in contrast to all other land masses. The contributions of these different emission tracers on the composition of the anticyclone are highly variable in time, but in general the highest contribution are from North India and Southeast Asia. In the early ($\approx$ June to mid-July) and late period ($\approx$ mid-August to September/October) of the monsoon season 2012, contributions from Southeast Asia are highest (up to 13% and 23%, respectively, using a value of 4.5 PVU to mark the edge of the anticyclone). In the intervening period ($\approx$ mid-July to mid-August), air masses from North India have the strongest impact contribution to the composition of the anticyclone (up to 18%). This behaviour is likely caused by the large scale northward moving 30 to 60 day oscillations of the Asian monsoon evident in repeatedly northward-propagating wet spells during the summer monsoon season. Short-term intraseasonal variations (10–20 days) are found in the contribution for air masses originating in North India, which is likely associated to westward propagating 10 to 20 day oscillations of the South Asian summer monsoon found on a smaller horizontal scale.
Our simulation confirms that both North India including the Tibetan Plateau (Bergman et al., 2013) and Southeast Asia including the eastern part of Bay of Bengal, South Asian subcontinent, Western Pacific, and the Philippine Seas (Park et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2012) are important source regions for the chemical composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. Our simulations demonstrate that the contributions of different boundary source regions to the composition of the Asian monsoon anticyclone show strong intraseasonal variations. Thus the chemical contribution of the Asian monsoon anticyclone is a fingerprint of the regional temporal variation of convective processes. Therefore the processes are more complex than hitherto believed.

In addition, emissions from Southeast Asia are found both within the Asian monsoon anticyclone and at the outer edge of the anticyclone. CLaMS simulations show that emissions from Southeast Asia can be rapidly uplifted by deep convection (Li et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2012) or typhoons (Vogel et al., 2014) up to the outer edge of the anticyclone (at around 380 K). Afterwards, the emissions are entrained by the anticyclonic circulation of the Asian monsoon and circulate clockwise, in an upward spiral, at the edge of the Asian monsoon anticyclone around its core (this is also true if the anticyclone is split into two smaller anticyclones).

Further, our simulations confirm that the thermal tropopause above the anticyclone constitutes a vertical transport barrier, as expected from satellite observations (e.g. Rosenlof et al., 1997; Jackson et al., 1998; Park et al., 2004, 2008; Li et al., 2005; Xiong et al., 2009). Upward transport of air masses from India/China or Southeast Asia into the lower stratosphere can occur in the deep tropics by entrainment into the upward Brewer–Dobson circulation, however the time scales to reach altitudes much higher than 400 potential temperature are longer than one monsoon season. Furthermore, in our simulations enhanced contributions of emission tracers for India/China and Southeast Asia are found at the northern flank of the Asian monsoon anticyclone between double tropopauses indicating an isentropic transport from the anticyclone into the lowermost stratosphere.

Moreover, our simulations show that air masses originating in Southeast Asia can be uplifted elsewhere in the deep tropics and subsequently spread out during
the simulation globally on the tropical side of the subtropical jet streams in both hemispheres at around 380 K, in contrast to emissions from North India, South India, and East China that are trapped in the Asian monsoon anticyclone. During the summer 2012, this mechanism caused flooding of the lowermost stratosphere with relatively young air masses carrying moisture and pollution from originating in Southeast Asia. Finally, after the breakup of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in October, proceed in late September 2012, also emissions from North India, South India, and East China that were trapped before within the Asian monsoon anticyclone were distributed globally within the UTLS.

Our findings demonstrate that emissions from India/China and Southeast Asia carrying moisture and pollution affected by the circulation of the Asian monsoon anticyclone have a significant impact on the chemical compositions of the lowermost stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere in particular at end of the monsoon season in September/October 2012. The resulting moistening of the lowermost stratosphere has a potential impact on surface climate (e.g. Solomon et al. [2010]; Riese et al. [2012]).

The Supplement related to this article is available online at doi:10.5194/acpd-0-1-2015-supplement.
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**Table 1.** Latitude and longitude range of artificial boundary layer sources in the CLaMS model, also referred to as “emission tracers”. The geographic position of each emission tracer is shown in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emission Tracer</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North India (NIN)</td>
<td>20–40° N</td>
<td>55–90° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South India (SIN)</td>
<td>0–20° N</td>
<td>55–90° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East China (ECH)</td>
<td>20–40° N</td>
<td>90–125° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asia (SEA)</td>
<td>12° S–20° N</td>
<td>90–155° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (SIB)</td>
<td>40–75° N</td>
<td>55–180° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe (EUR)</td>
<td>45–75° N</td>
<td>20° W–55° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean (MED)</td>
<td>35–45° N</td>
<td>20° W–55° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa (NAF)</td>
<td>0–35° N</td>
<td>20° W–55° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa (SAF)</td>
<td>36° S–0° N</td>
<td>7–42° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagaskar (MDG)</td>
<td>27–12° S</td>
<td>42–52° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia (AUS)</td>
<td>40–12° S</td>
<td>110–155° E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America (NAM)</td>
<td>15–75° N</td>
<td>160–50° W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America (SAM)</td>
<td>55° S–15° N</td>
<td>80–35° W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tropical Pacific Ocean (TPO)</strong></td>
<td>20° S–20° N</td>
<td>see Fig. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tropical Atlantic Ocean (TAO)</strong></td>
<td>20° S–20° N</td>
<td>see Fig. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tropical Indian Ocean (TIO)</strong></td>
<td>20° S–20° N</td>
<td>see Fig. 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Global geographic location of artificial boundary layer source regions in the CLaMS model, also referred to as “emission tracers”. The latitude and longitude range for each emission tracer is listed in Table 1.
The horizontal distribution of the fraction of air originating in India/China (left) and PV (right) at 380 potential temperature over Asia on 1 July 2012 (top), 28 July 2012 (2nd row), 2 August 2012 (3rd row), and 8 August 2012 (bottom). Please note that the order of the colour scale for India/China (left) and PV (right) is different, so that high contributions of emission tracers for India/China and low PV are marked in red. The horizontal winds are indicated by white arrows. The black box (15–50N, 0–140E) highlights the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The 4.5PVU surface marks roughly the edge of the anticyclone shown as white thick line.

The same as Fig. 2 but on 20 September 2012 (top) and on 19 October 2012 (bottom). Here for simplification, the abscissa is for the longitude range from 0 to 360 to highlight the eddy shedding event on 20 September 2012 (top) and the distribution of emission tracers for India/China after the breakup of the anticyclone on 19 October 2012 (bottom).
Figure 2. The horizontal distribution of the fraction of air originating in India/China (left) and CO-PV (right) at 380 K potential temperature over Asia on 1 July 2012 (top), 28 July 2012 (2nd row), 2 August 2012 (3rd row), and 8 August 2012 (bottom) at 380 potential temperature. Please note that the order of the colour scale for India/China (left) and PV (right) is different, so that low-ozone and high mixing ratios contributions of emission tracers for India/China and low PV are marked in red. The horizontal winds are indicated by white arrows. The black box rectangle (15–50° N, 0–140° E) highlights the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The 4.5 PVU surface marks roughly the edge of the anticyclone shown as white thick line.
Figure 3. The same as Fig. 2 but on 20 September 2012 (top) during the late-phase of the anticyclone and on 19 October 2012 (bottom). Here for simplification, showing the abscissa is distribution of emission tracers for India/China after the longitude range from 0 to 360 to highlight the distribution breakup of the anticyclone.
Figure 4. Correlation coefficients depending on time for tracer correlations patterns between MLS O$_3$ and CLaMS O$_3$ (black), between MLS CO and CLaMS CO during the eddy-shedding event on 20 September 2012 (top red), and between MLS CO and after the breakup CLaMS emission tracer for India/China (blue) for levels of the anticyclone on 19 October 2012 potential temperature between 360 and 400 K (bottom see text for more details) in a region between 15 and 50° N and 0 and 140° E (shown as black rectangle in Fig. 2 and 3).
Figure 5. The number of days (N) Time dependent correlation coefficients for the spatial distribution between PV and the emission tracer for India/China (red), the emission tracer for Southeast Asia (grey), and CLaMS CO (blue) at 380 K potential temperature (top panel see text for more details) calculated in latitude-longitude bins (of 2.5° region between 15 and 50° longitude × 1.0° N and 0 and 140° latitude) at 380 E (±1 shown as black rectangle in Fig. 2 and 3) with...
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Figure 6. Twelve-day mean values of the contributions of the emission tracers for India/China larger than 35 for July/August (left) and September/October PV (right) 2012. The longitudinal dependence during four different phases of the Asian monsoon anticyclone: early-phase (bottom panel), mid-phase (2nd row), end-phase (3rd row) of the occurrence of days with contributions of emission tracers for India/China larger than 35 (here “counts” is anticyclone and after the number of days summarised over all latitude bins for one longitude bin: counts breakup $(\phi)=\sum_{\lambda=15^\circ}^{50^\circ} N(\phi)_{\text{bottom}}$).
Figure 7. The horizontal distribution of the fraction of air originating in (left) North India (NIN) and (right) Southeast Asia (SEA) at 380 K potential temperature over Asia on 1 July 2012 (top), on 2 August 2012 (2nd row), 8 August 2012 (3rd row) and 20 September 2012 (bottom). Note that for simplification, the abscissa for the 20 September 2012 (bottom) is for the longitude range from 0 to 360 to highlight the eddy-shedding event. The horizontal winds are indicated by white arrows. The black box-rectangle (15–50° N, 0–140° E) highlights the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The 4.5 PVU surface marks roughly the edge of the anticyclone shown as white thick line.
$\Theta = 380 \text{ K} / \text{PV} < 4.5 \text{ PVU}$

![Graph showing emission tracer percentages over time with categories such as Formation, South-North Transition, North-South Transition, and Breakup. The graph includes emissions from various regions like SEA, NIN, SIN, ECH, Tropical Pacific, Others, and Background.]
Figure 8. Temporal evolution of different emissions tracers from Southeast Asia (SEA, black), North India (NIN, red), South India (SIN, blue), East China (ECH, green), Tropic Pacific Ocean (yellow) and from all other land masses + Tropic Atlantic/Indian Ocean (others, yellow dark grey) within the Asian monsoon anticyclone at 380 K from Mai 2012 until end of October 2012. Contributions of boundary sources not considered in the defined emissions tracers listed in Table 1 are summarised as background (light grey). The shown percentages are mean values calculated for air masses in Asia in the region between 15 and 50° N and 0 and 140° E at 380 ± 0.5 K (see black box rectangle in Fig. 7) with PV values lower than 4.5 PVU that marks the edge of the anticyclone.

The horizontal distribution of the fraction of air originating in India/China at 360 (left), 380 (middle), 400 (right) potential temperature over Asia on 1 July (top), 2 August (2nd row), 8 August (3rd row), and 20 September (bottom) 2012. The horizontal winds are indicated by white arrows. The black box (15–50N, 0–140E) highlights the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The 2, 4.5, and 9 PVU surface marks roughly the edge of the anticyclone at 360, 380, and 400 shown as white thick line.

The horizontal distribution of the fraction of air originating in Southeast Asia at 360 (left), 380 (middle), 400 (right) potential temperature over Asia on 1 July (top), 2 August (2nd row), 8 August (3rd row), and 20 September (bottom) 2012. The horizontal winds are indicated by white arrows. The black box (15–50N, 0–140E) highlights the region of the Asian monsoon anticyclone. The 2, 4.5, and 9 PVU surface marks roughly the edge of the anticyclone at 360, 380, and 400 shown as white thick line.

Latitude-height cross-section of the Northern Hemisphere including the Asian Monsoon area (∼15–35N) at 80E longitude of (a) static stability (N^2), (b) the fraction of air originating in India/China (here the sum of North India (NIN), South India (SIN), and East China (ECH)), the fraction of air originating in (c) Southeast Asia (SEA) and in (d) Siberia (SIB). The corresponding levels of potential temperature are marked by thin white lines. The 380 surface is highlighted in purple to illustrate the position of the horizontal cross-sections shown in Figs. 3 and 7. Further, the thermal tropopause (black dots) and the 4.5 PVU surface (thick white lines) are shown. The wind velocities are shown as black lines. The different emission tracers are initialised 2–3 above surface following orography indicated by the orange line (corresponding to ζ lower than 120).